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AML POLICIES

Introduction
Money laundering and terrorist financing is the process by which criminals attempt to conceal the true
origin and ownership of the proceeds of their criminal activities including terrorist activities. This is
achieved by the placement of the money launderer’s cash into the financial system, by creating complex
layers of financial transactions to disguise the origin of the assets and by integration of the laundered
proceeds into the economy as clean money.
Money laundering is often thought of as applying to the proceeds of drugs related crime; however,
terrorism and other criminal activities, including tax evasion, are equally relevant.

General Definitions
“Advisory Authority” means the Advisory Authority for Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing which is established under Section 56 of the Law.
“Beneficial Owner” means the natural person or natural persons, who ultimately own or control the
Client and/or the natural person on whose behalf a transaction or activity is being conducted.
The Beneficial Owner shall at least include:
(a) In the case of corporate entities:
•

the natural person or natural persons, who ultimately own or control a legal entity through
direct or indirect ownership or control a sufficient percentage of the shares or voting rights in
that legal entity, including through bearer share holdings, a percentage of 10% plus one share
to be deemed sufficient to meet this criterion; and

•

the natural person or natural persons, who otherwise exercise control over the management
of a legal entity.

(b) In the case of legal entities, such as foundations and legal arrangements, such as trusts, which
administer and distribute funds:
•

where the future beneficiaries have already been determined, the natural person(s) who
is/are the beneficiary of 25%+1 of the property of a legal arrangements or entity

•

where the individuals that benefit from the legal arrangement or entity have not yet to be
determined, the class of persons in whose main interest the legal arrangement or entity is
set up or operates; and

•

the natural person or natural persons who exercise control over 25% + 1 or more of the
property of a legal arrangement or entity.

“Business Relationship” means a business, professional or commercial relationship which is connected
with the professional activities of the Company and which was expected, at the time when the contact
was established, to have an element of duration.
“Client” means any legal or physical person aiming to conclude a Business Relationship or conduct a
single transaction with the Company. Counterparties are also treated as Clients only when the Company
is executing a Client order by entering into a private Over-the-Counter deal/transaction (e.g. buying and
selling) directly with the Counterparty.
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“Company” means Future Finance Group LLC which is incorporated in the St Vincent and the
Grenadines with registration number 2294 LLC 2022
“Directive” means the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Directive DI144-200708, as amended, of the Financial Services Authority of St Vincent and the Grenadines.
“European Economic Area (EEA)” means Member State of the European Union or any other contracting
state which is a party to the agreement for the European Economic Area signed in Porto on the 2nd of
May 1992 and was adjusted by the Protocol signed in Brussels on the 17th of May 1993, as amended.
“Manual” means the Anti-Money Laundering and Combatting Financial Crime Manual (this manual),
according to the Directive.
‘’Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing” means the money laundering offences and terrorist
financing offences defined in Section 2 of the Law, referred to also the following.
Every person who (a) knows or (b) at the material time ought to have known that any kind of property
constitutes proceeds from the commission of a predicate offence as this is defined in Section 2 of the
Law, carries out the following activities:
• Converts or transfers or removes such property, for the purpose of concealing or disguising its
illicit origin or of assisting in any way any person who is involved in the commission of the
predicate offence to carry out any of the above actions or acts in any other way in order to
evade the legal consequences of his actions;
• Conceals or disguises the true nature, the source, location, disposition, movement of and rights
in relation to, property or ownership of this property;
• Acquires, possesses or uses such property;
• Participates in, associates, co-operates, conspires to commit, or attempts to commit and aids
and abets and provides counselling or advice for the commission of any of the offences referred
to above;
• provides information in relation to investigations that are carried out for laundering offences for
the purpose of enabling the person who acquired a benefit from the commission of a predicate
offence to retain the proceeds or the control of the proceeds from the commission of the said
offence; and
• commits an offence punishable by fourteen years’ imprisonment or by a pecuniary penalty of
up to €500.000 or by both of these penalties in the case of (a) above and by five years’
imprisonment or by a pecuniary penalty of up to €50.000 or by both in the case of (b) above.
• Tax crimes.
“Occasional Transaction” means any transaction other than a transaction carried out in the course of
an established Business Relationship formed by a person acting in the course of financial or other
business.
“Other Business Activities” includes the following trust services and company services to third parties:
•

Forming companies or other legal persons;

•

Acting as or arranging for another person to act as a director or secretary of a company, a
partner of a partnership or a similar position in relation to other legal persons;

•

Providing a registered office, business address, correspondence or administrative address and
other related services for a company, a partnership or any other legal person or arrangement;
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•

Acting as or arranging for another person to act as a trustee of an express trust or a similar legal
arrangement;

•

Acting as or arranging for another person to act as a nominee shareholder for another person,
and

•

Any of the services or activities specified in Article 4 of the Regulating Companies Providing
Administrative Services and Related Matters Law, as amended or replaced.

“Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs)” means the natural persons who are or have been entrusted with
prominent public functions within EU (Domestic PEPs) or outside of the EU (Foreign PEPs) and their
immediate family members or persons known to be close associates of such persons.
“Country” means the Country of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.
“Regulated Market” means a multilateral system managed or operated by a market operator and which
brings together or facilitates the bringing together of multiple third-party buying or/and selling interests
in financial instruments - in the system and in accordance with its non-discretionary rules - in a way that
results in a contract, in respect of the financial instruments admitted to trading under its rules or/and
systems, and which is authorized and functions regularly in accordance with the provisions of Part X of
Law 144(I)/2007, as amended, or respective legislation of other member states that are enacted in
compliance with Directive 2004/39/EC.
“Shell Bank” means a credit institution or an institution engaged in equivalent activities incorporated in
a jurisdiction in which it has no physical presence, involving meaningful mind and management, and
which is unaffiliated with a regulated financial group.
“Third Country” means a country which is not a member of the European Union or contracting party to
the European Economic Area Agreement, signed in Oporto on the 2nd of May 1992 and adjusted by the
Protocol signed in Brussels on the 17th of May 1993, where the Agreement is thereafter, amended.
“Cryptocurrency” means a form of digital currency or virtual asset, which data are stored in digital
ledger using distributed ledger technology, typically blockchain.
“USDT” means asset-backed cryptocurrency stablecoin issued by iFinex Inc.
“Cryptocurrency mixer” means a type of centralized or decentralized service, which aim is to obscure or
anonymize cryptocurrency transaction - hiding the true origin of the funds.
“Know-Your-Transaction (KYT)” means a process that gathers information on cryptocurrency
transactions and score is by risk factors
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The Money Laundering Law
The Money Laundering Regulation Law (the Law) is part of EU Directive and require the Firm and other
regulated investment and banking businesses to establish and maintain procedures to combat money
laundering. This is to enable suspicions of money laundering to be recognized and reported to the
authorities and for the Firm to produce its part of the audit trail to assist in official investigation.
Future Finance Group LLC (hereafter the “Company”) a SVG investment firm established in accordance
with the laws of the St Vincent and the Grenadines and is regulated by the Financial Services Authority
with Registered number 2294 LLC 2022, created the Manual that represents the Company’s Anti-Money
Laundering and Combatting the Financing of Terrorism Manual (“AML & CFT).
1.1.1

Purpose

The purpose of the Manual is to lay down the Company’s internal practices, measures, procedures and
controls relevant to the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.

The Manual is developed and periodically updated by the MLCO based on the general principles set up
by the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) in relation to the prevention of Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing.
All amendments and/or changes of the Manual must always be approved by the Board.
The Manual shall be communicated by the MLCO to all the employees of the Company that manage,
monitor or control in any way Clients’ transactions and have the responsibility for the application of
practices, measures, procedures and controls that have been determined herein.
The Manual has been prepared to comply with the all provisions of the Law, and relative Directives of
the FSA.
1.1.2

Scope

This document complements, but does not replace:
•

The Internal Procedures Manual of the Company;

•

All relevant Company policies, including the Key Operating Policies;

•

Any publications referenced within the Manual.

All additional regulatory requirements that may apply in different jurisdictions should also be complied
with.
1.1.3

Application

The Manual applies to all the services offered to the Company’s Clients as well as the relevant
Company’s dealings with its Clients, including foreign exchange trading transactions, which either do
not aim to physically deliver the agreed foreign currency or are not materially settled in cash (foreign
exchange spot trading), irrespective of the Client account size and frequency of trading.
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In this respect, the MLCO shall be responsible to update the Manual so as to comply with FSA’s future
requirements, as applicable, regarding the Client identification and due diligence procedures which a
CIF must follow, for Clients who deal in foreign exchange trading transactions with the Company.

Governance arrangements
1.2 The Board of Directors, MLRO and other arrangements
1.3 Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
Responsibilities of the Board in relation to the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
include the following:
•

To determine, record and approve the general policy principles of the Company in relation to the
prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and communicate them to the MLCO;

•

To appoint a senior official that possesses the skills, knowledge and expertise relevant to financial
and other activities depending on the situation, who shall act as the MLCO and where necessary,
assistant MLCO’s and determine their duties and responsibilities, which are recorded in this
Manual;

•

To approve the Manual;

•

To ensure that all requirements of the Law and the Directive are applied, and assure that
appropriate, effective and sufficient systems and controls are introduced for achieving the
abovementioned requirements;

•

To ensure that the MLCO and his assistants, if any, and any other person who has been assigned
with the duty of implementing procedures for the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing (i.e. Administration/Back-Office Department personnel), have complete and timely access
to all data and information concerning Clients’ identities, transactions’ documents (as and where
applicable) and other relevant files and information maintained by the Company so as to fully
facilitate in the effective execution of their duties, as included herein;

•

To ensure that all employees are aware of the person who has been assigned as the MLCO, as well
as his assistants (if any), to whom they report any information concerning transactions and activities
for which they have knowledge or suspicion that might be related to Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing;

•

To establish a clear and efficient reporting chain based on which information regarding suspicious
transactions is passed without delay to the MLCO, either directly or through his assistants, if any,
and notifies accordingly the MLCO for its explicit prescription in the Manual;

•

To ensure that the MLCO, the assistant MLCOs, if any, and the Administration/Back-Office
Department have sufficient resources, including competent staff and technological equipment, for
the effective discharge of their duties;

•

To assess and approve the MLCO’s Annual Report and take all action as deemed appropriate under
the circumstances to remedy any weaknesses and/or deficiencies identified in the abovementioned
report; and

•

To meet and decide the necessary measures that need to be taken to ensure the rectification of any
weaknesses and/or deficiencies which have been detected in the Internal Auditor’s report. The
minutes of the said decision of the Board and the Internal Auditor’s report shall be submitted to FSA
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within twenty (20) days from the said Board meeting and no later than four (4) months after the
end of the calendar year (i.e. the latest, by the end of April each year).
1.4 Responsibilities of the Internal Audit Function
The following responsibilities of the Internal Audit Function are addressed specifically for the prevention
of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing:
•

The Internal Auditor shall review and evaluate, at least on an annual basis, the appropriateness,
effectiveness and adequacy of the policy, practices, measures, procedures and control
mechanisms applied for the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
mentioned in the Manual; and

•

The findings and observations of the Internal Auditor be submitted in a written report form to
the Board.

1.5 The Money Laundering Compliance Officer
(a) General Responsibilities
The MLCO shall always be a senior official that possesses the skills, knowledge and expertise relevant to
financial and other activities depending on the situation, so as to command the necessary authority.
Furthermore, the MLCO shall lead the Company’s Money Laundering Compliance procedures and
processes and report to the Senior Management.
Senior Management under the Fourth AML Directive is considered an officer or employee with specific
knowledge of the institution’s exposure to money laundering or terrorist financing risk and sufficient
seniority to make decisions affecting its risk exposure.
The MLCO shall also have the resources, expertise as well as access to all relevant information
necessary to perform his duties adequately and efficiently.
The level of remuneration of the MLCO shall not compromise his objectivity.
In performing his role, the MLCO shall take into account the nature, scale and complexity of the
Company’s business, and the nature and range of investment services and activities undertaken in the
course of the business.
(b) Duties of the MLCO
During the execution of his duties and the control of the compliance of the Company with the Law and
the Directive, the MLCO shall obtain and utilize data, information and reports issued by international
organizations.
The duties of the MLCO shall include, inter alia, the following:
•

To design, based on the general policy principles of the Company, the internal practices,
measures, procedures and controls relevant to the prevention of Money Laundering and
Terrorist
Financing, and describe and explicitly allocate the appropriateness and the limits of
responsibility to each department that is involved in the abovementioned; It is provided that,
the above includes measures and procedures for the prevention of the abuse of new
technologies and systems providing financial services, for the purpose of Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing (e.g. services and transactions via the internet or the telephone) as well as
measures so that the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing is appropriately
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•
•
•

considered and managed in the course of the daily activities of the Company with regard to the
development of new products and possible changes in the Company’s economic profile;
To develop and establish the Client Acceptance Policy (CAP) and submit it to the Board for
consideration and approval;
To review and update the Manual as may be required from time to time, and for such updates
to be communicated to the Board for their approval;
To monitor and assess the correct and effective implementation of the policy, the practices,
measures, procedures and controls and in general the implementation of the Manual. In this
respect, the MLCO shall apply appropriate monitoring mechanisms (e.g. on-site visits to
departments of the Company) which will provide him with all the necessary information for
assessing the level of compliance of the departments and employees of the Company with the
procedures and controls which are in force; In the event that the MLCO identifies shortcomings
and/or weaknesses in the application of the required practices, measures, procedures and
controls, gives appropriate guidance for corrective measures and where deems necessary
informs the Board;

•

To receive information from the Company’s employees which is considered to be knowledge or
suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing activities or might be related with such
activities. The information is received in a written report form (hereinafter the “Internal
Suspicion Report”)

•

To evaluate and examine the information received by reference to other relevant information
and discuss the circumstances of the case with the informer and where appropriate, with the
informer’s superiors. The evaluation of the shall be done on a report (hereinafter the “Internal
Evaluation Report”), a specimen of such report is found in Appendix 1 of the Manual;

•

If, following the evaluation, the MLCO decides to notify the Money Laundering Combat Unit of
the Country (the “Unit”), then he shall complete an XML electronic report and submit it to the
Unit at the soonest possible through the goAML IT system, a specimen of the goAML site is
found in Appendix 2 of the Manual.

•

It is provided that, after the submission of the MLCO Report to the Unit, the accounts involved
and any other connected accounts, are closely monitored by the MLCO and following any
directions from the Unit, thoroughly investigates and examines all the transactions of the
accounts, as applicable and relevant to the Investment and Ancillary Services;

•

To act as a first point of contact with the Unit, upon commencement of and during any
investigations as a result of filing a report to the Unit;

•

To ensure the preparation and maintenance of the lists of Clients categorized following a riskbased approach, which contains, among others, the names of Clients, their account number and
the dates of the commencement of the Business Relationship. Moreover, the MLCO ensures the
updating of the said list with all new or existing Clients, in light of any additional information
obtained;

•

To detect, record, and evaluate, at least on an annual basis, all risks arising from existing and
new Clients, new financial instruments and services and update and amend the systems and
procedures applied by the Company for the effective management of the aforesaid risks;

•

To evaluate the systems and procedures applied by any third persons on whom the Company
may rely on for Client identification and due diligence purposes, according to Section 9.26 of
the Manual, and approve the cooperation with said third persons;
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•

To ensure that the branches and subsidiaries of the Financial Organization that operate in
countries outside the European Economic Area, have taken all necessary measures for achieving
full compliance with the provisions of the present Directive, in relation to customer
identification, due diligence and record keeping procedures.

•

To provide advice and guidance to the employees of the Company on subjects related to money
laundering and terrorist financing;

•

To acquire the required knowledge and skills for the improvement of the appropriate
procedures for recognizing, preventing and obstructing any transactions and activities that are
suspected to be associated with money laundering or terrorist financing;

•

To determine the Company’s departments and employees that need further training and
education for the purpose of preventing money laundering and terrorist financing and organize
appropriate training sessions/seminars, as well as assess the adequacy of the education and
training provided;

•

To prepare correctly and submit timely to the Commission the monthly prevention statement
and provide the necessary explanation to the appropriate employees of the Company for its
completion;

•

To respond to all requests and queries from FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT and the
Commission, provide all requested information and fully cooperate with FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT and the Commission;

•

To maintain a registry which includes the abovementioned reports and relevant statistical
information (department that submitted the internal report, date of submission to the
compliance officer, date of assessment, date of reporting to FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT ),
the evaluation reports and all the documents that verify the accomplishment of his duties
specified in the present subparagraph;

•

To ensure that the branches and subsidiaries of the Company, if any, that operate in countries
outside the EEA, have taken all necessary measures for achieving full compliance with the
provisions of the Manual, in relation to Client identification, due diligence and record keeping
procedures;

•

To provide advice and guidance to employees of the Company on subjects related to money
laundering and terrorist financing;

•

To acquire the knowledge and skills required for the improvement of the appropriate
procedures for recognizing, preventing and obstructing any transactions and activities that are
suspected to be associated with money laundering or terrorist financing;

•

To determine whether the Company's departments and employees that need further training
and education for the purpose of preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing and
organizes appropriate training sessions/seminars. In this respect, the MLCO prepares and
applies an annual staff training program and assesses the adequacy of the education and
training provided;

•

To prepare correctly and submit timely to FSA the monthly prevention statement of Section 6 of
the Manual and provide the necessary explanation to the appropriate employees of the
Company for its completion;
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•

To prepare the Annual Report;

•

To respond to all requests and queries from the Unit and FSA, to provide all requested
information and fully cooperate with the Unit and FSA; and

•

To maintain a registry which includes relevant statistical information (e.g. the department that
submitted the internal report, date of submission to the MLCO, date of assessment, date of
reporting to the Unit), the evaluation reports of point (d) and all the documents that verify the
accomplishment of his duties.

1.5.1

The Annual Report of the MLCO
(a) Scope of the Report

The Annual Report of the MLCO is a significant tool for assessing the Company’s level of compliance
with its obligations as laid down in the Law and the Directive.
The MLCO’s Annual Report shall be prepared and submitted to the Board for approval within two
months from the end of each calendar year (i.e. at the latest, by the end of February each year).
Following the Board’s approval of the Annual Report, a copy of the Annual Report should be submitted
to FSA together with the Board’s meeting minutes, within twenty (20) days from the end of the
meeting, and no later than three (3) months from the end of each calendar year (i.e. at the latest, by
the end of March).
It is provided that the said minutes should include the measures decided for the correction of any
weaknesses and/or deficiencies identified in the Annual Report and the implementation timeframe of
these measures.

(b) Content of the Report & Areas Covered
The Annual Report deals with issues relating to money laundering and terrorist financing during the
year under review and includes, inter alia, the following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Information for measures taken and/or procedures introduced for compliance with any
amendments and/or new provisions of the Law and the Directive which took place during the year
under review;
Information on the inspections and reviews performed by the MLCO, reporting the material
deficiencies and weaknesses identified in the policy, practices, measures, procedures and controls
that the Company applies for the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing. In this
respect, the report outlines the seriousness of the deficiencies and weaknesses, the risk
implications and the actions taken and/or recommendations made for rectifying the situation;
The number of Internal Suspicion Reports submitted by Company personnel to the MLCO and
possible comments/observations thereon;
The number of reports submitted by the MLCO to the Unit, with information/details on the main
reasons for suspicion and highlights of any particular trends;
Information, details or observations regarding the communication with the employees on money
laundering and terrorist financing preventive issues;
Summary figures, on an annual basis, of Clients’ total cash deposit in Euro and other currencies in
excess of the set limit of €10.000 (together with comparative figures for the previous year) as
reported in the monthly prevention statement. Any comments on material changes observed
compared with the previous year are also reported;
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Information on the policy, measures, practices, procedures and controls applied by the Company in
relation to high risk Clients as well as the number and country of origin of high-risk Clients with
whom a Business Relationship is established or an Occasional Transaction has been executed;
Information on the systems and procedures applied by the Company for the ongoing monitoring of
Client accounts and transactions;
Information on the measures taken for the compliance of branches and subsidiaries of the
Company, if any, that operate in countries outside the EEA, with the requirements of the Directive
in relation to Client identification, due diligence and record keeping procedures and
comments/information on the level of their compliance with the said requirements;
Information on the training courses/seminars attended by the MLCO and any other educational
material received;
Information on training/education and any educational material provided to staff during the year,
reporting, the number of courses/seminars organized, their duration, the number and the position
of the employees attending, the names and qualifications of the instructors, and specifying whether
the courses/seminars were developed in-house or by an external organization or consultants;
Results of the assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of staff training;
Information on the recommended next year’s training program; and
Information on the structure and staffing of the department of the MLCO as well as
recommendations and timeframe for their implementation, for any additional staff and technical
resources which may be needed for reinforcing the measures and procedures against Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing.

1.5.2

Monthly Prevention Statement
(a) Ongoing Regulatory Reporting

The MLCO shall prepare and submit to FSA, on a monthly basis, the FSA Form 144-08-11 “Monthly
Prevention Statement regarding the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing”, which
includes details as regards the total cash deposits accepted by the Company, the Internal Suspicions
Reports, and the MLCO’s Reports to the Unit.

The aforementioned Form must be completed and submitted to FSA within fifteen (15) days from the
end of each month.
According to Circular C147 2016, the scanned copy of the duly completed and signed Form 144-08-11
should be submitted to FSA only via the link ‘Portal’ which is located in the FSA website’s main page or
via the electronic address: https://amlive.svgfiu.com/
The subject of the said email should include the name of the Company as well as the reporting month to
which the form it relates. The original completed and signed form must be kept in the Company’s
offices.
The completion of the aforementioned Form provides the opportunity to the Company initially to
evaluate and, subsequently, to reinforce its systems of control and monitoring of its operations, for the
purpose of early identification of transactions in cash which may be unusual and/or carry enhanced risk
of being involved in Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing operations.
The Company Policy is not to accept any cash deposits or cheque deposits and any manual deposits.
The Internal Auditor is responsible to review, at least annually, the submission to FSA of the “Monthly
prevention statement regarding the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing”.
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1.5.3

Risk Based Approach
(a) Approach Outline

The Company shall apply appropriate measures and procedures, by adopting a risk-based approach, to
focus its effort in those areas where the risk of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing appears to be
comparatively higher.
Further, the MLCO shall monitor and evaluate, on an on-going basis, the effectiveness of the measures
and procedures of this Section of the Manual.
The adopted risk-based approach that is followed by the Company, and described in the Manual, has
the following general characteristics:
Recognizes that the money laundering or terrorist financing threat varies across Clients, countries,
services and financial instruments;
•

Allows the Board to differentiate between Clients of the Company in a way that matches the
risk of their particular business;

•

Allows the Board to apply its own approach in the formulation of policies, procedures and
controls in response to the Company’s specific circumstances and characteristics;

•

Helps to produce a more cost-effective system; and

•

Promotes the prioritization of effort and actions of the Company in response to the likelihood of
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing occurring through the use of the Investment and
Ancillary Services.

The Internal Auditor is responsible to review, at least annually, the submission to FSA of the “Monthly
prevention statement regarding the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing’’.
1.5.4

Identification of Risks

The risk-based approach adopted by the Company involves the identification, recording and evaluation
of the risks that need to be managed.
The Company shall assess and evaluate the risks it faces, for the use of the Investment and Ancillary
Services for the purpose of Money Laundering or Terrorist Financing. The specific circumstances of the
Company determine suitable procedures and measures that need to be applied to counter and manage
risk.
In the cases where the services and the financial instruments that the Company provides are relatively
simple, involving relatively few Clients or Clients with similar characteristics, then the Company shall
apply such procedures which are able to focus on those Clients who fall outside the ‘norm’.
The Company shall be, at all times, in a position to demonstrate to FSA that the extent of measures and
control procedures it applies are proportionate to the risk it faces for the use of the Investment and
Ancillary Services, for the purpose of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
The following, inter alia, are sources of risks which the Company faces with respect to Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
(a) Risks based on the Client’s nature:
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•

Complexity of ownership structure of legal persons;

•

Companies with bearer shares;

•

Companies incorporated in offshore centres;

•

PEPs;

•

Clients engaged in transactions which involve significant amounts of cash;

•

Clients from high risk countries or countries known for high level of corruption or organised
crime or drug trafficking; and

•

Unwillingness of Client to provide information on the Beneficial Owners of a legal person.

(b) Risks based on the Client’s behavior:
•

Client transactions where there is no apparent legal financial/commercial rationale;

•

Situations where the origin of wealth and/or source of funds cannot be easily verified; and

•

Unwillingness of Clients to provide information on the Beneficial Owners of a legal person.

(c) Risks based on the Client’s initial communication with the Company:
•

Non-face-to-face Clients; and

•

Clients introduced by a third person.

(d) Risks based on the Company’s services and financial instruments:
•

Services that allow transfers to third persons/parties;

•

Company offers crypto-currency related services

•

Products or transactions which may favour anonymity

1.5.6 Design and Implementation of Measures and Procedures to Manage and Mitigate Risks
Taking into consideration the assessed risks, the Company shall determine the type and extent of
measures it will adopt, in order to manage and mitigate the identified risks in a cost-effective manner.
These measures and procedures include:
•

Adaption of the CDD Procedures in respect of Clients in line with their assessed Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing risk;

•

Requiring the quality and extent of required identification data for each type of Client to be
of a certain standard (e.g. documents from independent and reliable sources, third person
information, documentary evidence);
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•

Obtaining additional data and information from the Clients, where this is appropriate for
the proper and complete understanding of their activities and source of wealth and for the
effective management of any increased risk emanating from the particular Business
Relationship or the Occasional Transaction; and

•

On-going monitoring of high-risk Clients’ transactions and activities, as and when applicable.

In this respect, it is the duty of the MLCO to develop and constantly monitor and adjust the Company’s
policies and procedures with respect to the Client Acceptance Policy and Customer Due Diligence (CDD)
and Identification Procedures, as well as via a random sampling exercise as regards existing Clients.
These actions shall be duly documented and form part of the Annual Money Laundering Report, as
applicable.
1.5.7

Dynamic Risk Management

Risk management is a continuous process, carried out on a dynamic basis. Risk assessment is not an
isolated event of a limited duration. Clients’ activities change as well as the services and financial
instruments provided by the Company change. The same happens to the financial instruments and the
transactions used for money laundering or terrorist financing.
In this respect, it is the duty of the MLCO to undertake regular reviews of the characteristics of existing
Clients, new Clients, services and financial instruments and the measures, procedures and controls
designed to mitigate any resulting risks from the changes of such characteristics.
These reviews shall be duly documented, as applicable, and form part of the Annual Money Laundering
Report.
1.5.8

Relevant International Organizations

For the development and implementation of appropriate measures and procedures on a risk-based
approach, and for the implementation of Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures, the MLCO
and the Administration/Back-Office Department shall consult data, information and reports
[e.g. Clients from countries which inadequately apply FATF, country assessment reports] that are
published in the following relevant international organizations:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FATF - www.fatf-gafi.org;
The Council of Europe Select Committee of Experts on the Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering
Measures (hereinafter “MONEYVAL”) - www.coe.int/moneyval;
The EU Common Foreign & Security Policy (CFSP) - eeas.europa.eu/cfsp/;
The UN Security Council Sanctions Committees- www.un.org/sc/committees;
The International Money Laundering Information Network (IMOLIN) - www.imolin.org; and
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) – www.imf.org.
Office of Foreign Assets Control - www.treasury.gov
Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index -www.transparency.org/
World Bank Group - www.worldbank.org/

1.5.9

Country Risk Methodology
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Regarding client risk classification, the company implement the calculation methodology of Country
risk. As per this approach, all countries are risk assessed based on a number of internationally
recognised sources. Country risk is calculated based on the risk score provided by each of the below
sources plus inheritance risk:
•
•
•
•
•

Basel AML Index
Corruption Perceptions Index – Transparency International
Countries subject to a FAFT call for action
FATF monitored jurisdictions with strategic deficiencies
Not EU or equivalent jurisdiction countries as per Commission Implementing Decision (EU)
2016/230 of 17 February 2016

If there are no data available from the sources referred above, the 90% of the worst rating is applied.
The overall score counts towards the assignment of the specific client AML score and the client Risk
Categorization (High, Medium, Low)
Furthermore, the Company proceeded with the categorization of clients residing in a Jurisdiction
subject to a FATF call as “High-High”.
1.5.10 Client Acceptance Policy (CAP)
(a) General Principles of the CAP
The Company’s Client Acceptance Policy (hereinafter the “CAP”), in accordance with the principles and
guidelines described in AML Manual, defines the criteria for accepting new Clients and stipulates the
Client categorization criteria which shall be adhered to by the Company and especially by the
employees and third parties who are involved in the Client Account Opening process. The said policy
should be revised on an annual basis.
The General Principles of the CAP are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

The Company shall classify Clients into various risk categories and based on the risk perception
decide on the acceptance criteria for each category of Client;
Where the Client is a prospective Client, an account can be activated only after the relevant due
diligence and identification measures and procedures have been conducted;
All documents and data must be collected before accepting a new Client;
No account shall be opened in anonymous or fictitious names(s); and
No PEP account shall be opened unless the prospective Client is approved by a member of the
Senior Management.
1.6 Client Categorization Criteria

The Company shall conduct a Business Wide Risk Assessment (“BWRA”) by taking into consideration its
client’s risk (economic profile, customer risk, product or service risk and geographical risk), complexity
and structure of the business, products and services offered by the Company and the payment methods
accepted by the Company, to identify, assess and understand all the ML/FT risks the Company is
exposed to and proceed with the implementation of the Risk Based Approach that shall be followed by
the Company for the risk categorization of the clients.
The aim of the BWRA is ultimately to enhance the efficiency of the allocation of resources across the
anti-money laundering and combating the financing of terrorism regime and ensure that measures to
prevent or mitigate money laundering and terrorist financing are commensurate to the risks identified.
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This methodology shall provide quantitative results to assist in the decision-making process towards the
level of risk or threat that the clients’ business relationship entails. Based on that methodology, the
MLRO shall introduce a risk mitigation plan and implemented controls based on the different risk-levels
for the on-going due diligence on customers. The methodology and actual procedure to be used is
elaborated in Section 9.3.
Due to the non-face-to-face nature of the business, the Company’s customers shall automatically be
categorised as high-risk, except for cases where face-to-face meetings may take place; however, such
customers may still be categorised as high risk due to other criteria. Furthermore, the Company shall
proceed in sub-categorising the high-risk clients in high, normal and low risk based on the following
factors as decided after the BWRA.
For the sub-categorisation of clients into High, Medium or Low risk both Annex II and III of Directive (EU)
2015/849 as well as the “The Risk Factors Joint Guidelines under Articles 17 and 18(4) of Directive (EU)
2015/849 on simplified and enhanced customer due diligence and the factors credit and financial
institutions should consider when assessing the money laundering and terrorist financing risk associated
with individual business relationships and occasional transactions” have been taking into consideration.
The calculation methodology used is explained below and based on 2 parameters which shall be equally
weighted:
A. Customer risk factors (50%)
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

PEP risk (20%)
Risk associated with the anticipated trading turnover (10%)
Risk associated with employment status and source of income (10%)
Risk associated with business sector (10%)

B. Geographical risk factors (50%)
Country risk shall be calculated based on the risk score provided by each of the below sources plus
inheritance risk:
•
•
•
•

Basel AML Index
Corruption Perceptions Index – Transparency International
Countries subject to a FATF call for action
FATF monitored jurisdictions with strategic deficiencies

If there are no data available from the sources referred above, the 90% of the worst rating is applied.
Product, service, transaction or delivery channel risk factors are not counted towards the overall AMLscore. This is because the Company is seen, after the BWRA, to exhibit a medium-high Money
Laundering vulnerability because of its engagement with non-face-to-face customers and the
characteristics of the products it offers, according to which these products are considered as high risk ;
however, a mitigating factor recognised is the fact that additional controls are introduced since the
Company shall accept mostly deposits transferred through regulated banks or payment service
providers.
The scoring system shall be built in such a way that PEPs and clients residing in high risk countries shall
automatically be categorised as high-risk clients irrespective of the overall scoring calculated from the
other parameters.
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A table of the assigned “scores” to be allocated to the different factors depending on the association
and relevance of each parameter to the ML/TF risk are presented in the table below:
ML/TF risk
categories

PEP risk

PEP risk

Risk
associated
with the
anticipated
trading
turnover
Risk
associated
with
employment
status

Risk
associated
with source of
income

Risk
associated
with business
sector

Questionnaire
Question
This question is
included in the
questionnaire,
but scoring is not
based on the
certification of
the client.
This is considered
as a “hidden
question” and is
filled by
verification
department after
the verification of
the client

Anticipated
Trading Turnover

Employment
Status

Source of income

Industry

Parameter

Comments

Score

No

0.00

Yes

5.00

Less than 100,000 USD
100,000 - 250,000 USD
250,001 - 1,000,000 USD

Over 1,000,000 USD
Student
Salaried employee
Self employed
Retired
Unemployed
Pension
Investments and dividends
Saving
Not Relevant
Other
Investment
Partner/ Parent/ Family
Benefits/Borrowing
Employment
Private Pension
Accountancy
Admin/Secretarial
Agriculture
Financial Services - Banking
Catering/Hospitality
Creative/Media
Education
Emergency Services
Engineering
Financial Services - Other

0.00
0.10
0.50

If the answer in this
question is either
“Pension” or
“Investments and
dividends” no further
questions will be
available for the client
to fill.
If the answer in the
employment status
question is either
“Student” or “Retired”
or “Unemployed”,
client will be given the
option to state its
Source of income
If the answer in the
employment status
question is either
“Salaried employee” or
“Self-employed”, client
will be given the option
to state the industry it
is working for

1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
1.00
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Health/Medicine
HM Forces
HR
Financial Services - Insurance
IT
Legal
Leisure/Entertainment/Other
Manufacturing
Marketing/PR/Advertising
Pharmaceuticals
Property/Constructions/Trades
Retail
Sales
Social Care/Services
Telecommunications
Transport/Logistics
Other
Leisure/Entertainment/Tourism
Not Relevant

Country Risk

This is calculated
based on the
Country of
Residence of the
client.
Following the
methodology
described above,
the country risk is
defined as Low,
Medium and High
Risk and the
relevant score is
assigned

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.20
0.10
1.00
0.20
0.20
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.20
0.05

Low Risk

Overall Risk Rating: 145

0.00

Medium Risk

Overall Risk Rating: 4673

3.00

High Risk

Overall Risk Rating
more than 74

5.00

Then after the calculation of the AML- score the clients will be sub-categorised as follows:
Risk Categorization
Total Score
Low Risk
0-2.49
Medium Risk
2.50-4.49
High Risk
More than 4.50
Following the categorization of the clients the Company should proceed in performing the relevant Due
Diligence.
1.6.1 Low Risk Clients
The following Clients can be classified as low risk with respect to the Money Laundering and Terrorist
Financing risk which the Company faces and for which there is no such suspicion for money laundering
or terrorist financing:
(a) Credit or financial institution covered by the EU Directive;
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(b) Listed companies whose securities are admitted to trading on a Regulated Market in a
country of the EEA or in a third country which is subject to disclosure requirements
consistent with community legislation; and
(c) Domestic public authorities of countries of the EEA, which should fulfill the following
criteria:
•

They have been entrusted with public functions pursuant to the Treaty on European
Union, the Treaties on the Communities or Community secondary legislation;

•

Their identity is publicly available, transparent and certain;

•

Their activities, as well as their accounting practices, are transparent;

•

They are accountable either to a Community institution or to the authorities of a
Member State, or appropriate check and balance procedures exist ensuring control
of their activity;

(d) When commencing the establishment of a business relationship with a client/beneficial
owner whose identity has not been yet verified, as a minimum the following are taken in
consideration:
•

The cumulative amount of deposited funds should exceed 5,000 USDT (or 5,000
USD equivalent of other cryptocurrency) , irrespective of the number of accounts;

•

Deposits are accepted only from a bank account that is in the name of the
customer;

•

The cumulative time must not exceed 15 days from initial contact (takes place the
moment that the client either accepts the terms and conditions or makes his first
deposit, whichever comes first. The Company must ensure that the number of
clients with these criteria is low and for them in this timeframe must undergo at
least one EDD.

It is provided that, in cases mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (d) of this section, the Company may, not
verify the identification of the client or possibly, the beneficial owner, neither collect information
regarding the purpose and the intended nature of the business relationship or perform verification of
the identity of the customer and the beneficial owner after the creation of business relationship or
occasional transaction;
It is provided further that; the Company is obliged to exercise continuous monitoring of the business
relationships mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (d) of this section according to the provisions of the
paragraph (d) of section 1 of article 61 of the Law and report to the Unit circumstances relating to the
conduct or attempt to conduct suspicious transactions.
It is provided that further to the cases mentioned above, the Company has to gather sufficient
information to establish if the Client qualifies as a low-risk Client.
In this respect, the MLCO shall be responsible to gather the said information. The said information shall
be duly documented and filed, as applicable, according to the recording keeping procedures described
below.
The Company shall follow the Simplified Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures for low risk
Clients.
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1.6.2

Medium Risk Clients

The following types of Clients can be classified as medium risk Clients with respect to the Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing risk which the Company faces:
•

Any Client who does not fall under the ‘low risk Clients’ or ‘high risk Clients’ abovementioned
categories respectively.

1.6.3

High Risk Clients

The following types of Clients can be classified as high-risk Clients with respect to the Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing risk which the Company faces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clients who are not physically present for identification purposes (non-face-to-face Clients);
Clients whose own shares or those of their parent companies (if any) have been issued in bearer
form;
Trust accounts;
‘Client accounts’ in the name of a third person;
PEPs’ accounts;
Clients who are involved in electronic gambling/gaming activities through the internet;
Clients from countries which inadequately apply FATF’s recommendations and/or European
Commission;
Cross-frontier correspondent banking relationships with credit institutions-Clients from third
countries;
Any other Clients that their nature entail a higher risk of money laundering or terrorist
financing; and
Any other Client determined by the Company itself to be classified as such

The Company shall apply the Enhanced Client Identification and Due Diligence measures for high risk
Clients and the due diligence and identification procedures for the specific types of high-risk Clients as
explained below.
1.6.4

Not Acceptable Clients

The following list predetermines the type of Clients who are not acceptable for establishing a Business
Relationship or an execution of an Occasional Transaction with the Company:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clients who fail or refuse to submit, the requisite data and information for the verification of
their identity and the creation of their economic profile, without adequate justification;
Shell Banks;
Customers residing in restricted jurisdictions including Japan, Canada and USA;
Customers subject to prohibitions imposed by decisions of the European Union, the national
authorities of the countries where Group Companies are established or other international
organizations;
Customers for whom reports of unusual or suspicious transactions are repeatedly submitted to
the local Financial Information Unit (FIU);
Customers whose activities or transactions are not consistent with the information available on
them, their professional activity, their risk profiles and the origin of the funds;
Gambling and betting companies (including companies with similar activities offered through
the Internet) operating without authorization or supervision;
Customers providing financial or insurance services without authorization or control by a
supervisory authority.
Clients which would be classified PEP.
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1.7

Customer Due Diligence (CDD) requirements

The Firm must apply CDD measures to a customer when it:
•

When establishing a Business Relationship;

•

When carrying out Occasional Transactions amounting to 10,000 USDT or more, whether the
transaction is carried out in a single operation or in several operations which appear to be
linked;

•

When there is a suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing, regardless of the amount
of the transaction;

•

When there are doubts about the veracity or adequacy of previously Client identification data.

In general, the ‘customer’ for this purpose will be the party, or parties, with whom the business
relationship is established, or for whom the transaction is carried out.
In this respect, it is the duty of the MLRO to apply all the relevant CDD Identification Procedures
described in the Manual for the four (4) cases mentioned above. Furthermore, the Administration/BackOffice Department shall also be responsible to collect and file the relevant Client identification
documents, according to the recording keeping procedures.
Further, the MLRO shall be responsible to maintain at all times and use during the application of CDD
and identification procedures template-checklists with respect to required documents and data from
potential Clients, as per the requirements of the Law and the Directive.
The Internal Auditor shall be responsible to review the adequate implementation of all the policies and
procedures, at least annually.
1.8

The Firm’s CDD procedures for taking on new clients

It is the responsibility of the Head of Back Office Department to apply the Firm’s CDD procedures for
new clients, including, where relevant, to identify and to verify the identity of each new client. The
procedures detailed below must be completed and satisfactory evidence of the new applicant’s identity
must be obtained except in exceptional circumstances (as determined in writing by the Compliance
Officer and MLRO).
The Head of the Department is a qualified and experienced person and is responsible for the creation,
managing, and monitoring of the clients’ accounts. Moreover, the Head of the Department reports to
the Senior Management of the Company who is responsible for the supervision of the Department.
In particular, the Back Office/ Verification department is responsible for the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•

Open a new client account
Maintenance of a client account
Cryptocurrency Transfer
Deposit of incoming cryptocurrency
Withdrawal of outgoing cryptocurrency

Further to the above, the Head of Department is also monitored by the Compliance Officer and the
Internal Auditor of the Company, in order to ensure that the procedures followed by the Company are
duly in line with the Internal Procedures Manual. The procedures which are followed by the Head of the
Department in relation to the performance of the duties are outlined below.
This process consists of:
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•

completing the Online Client Questionnaire which requests general identification (see in
particular section 4.4) and other background information on the new client;

•

completing the Online Client Questionnaire, the Account Director will record and/or attach
required identification and verification evidence. After the submission of the client information,
the Account Director should have regard to the guidance on customer identification and
verification in this Money Laundering Document (see, in particular, Sections 3 to 5).

If in doubt as to which information must be obtained to verify a new client’s identity, the Account
Director must consult the MLRO for guidance without delay and prior to commencing any dealings.
Once these procedures have been completed, the Client Questionnaire should be completed and signed
by an Account Director and must be handed over to the MLRO for record keeping purposes. For each
applicant the MLRO must also countersign the forms and will be responsible for deciding what further
information, including documentation, is required prior to conducting business for the applicant.
1.9

Construction of Economic Profile, Client Identification & Due Diligence Principles

Construction of the Client’s economic profile needs to include/follow the principles below:
The Company shall be satisfied that it’s dealing with a real person and, for this reason, the Company
shall obtain sufficient evidence of identity to verify that the person is who he claims to be. Furthermore,
the Company shall verify the identity of the Beneficial Owner(s) of the Clients’ accounts.
In the cases of legal persons, the Company shall obtain adequate data and information so as to
understand the ownership and control structure of the Client.
Irrespective of the Client type (e.g. natural or legal person, sole trader or partnership), the Company
shall request and obtain sufficient data and information regarding the Client business activities and the
expected pattern and level of transactions.
However, it is noted that no single form of identification can be fully guaranteed as genuine or
representing correct identity and, consequently:
➢ The verification of the Clients’ identification shall be based on reliable data and information
issued or obtained from independent and reliable sources, meaning those data, and
information that are the most difficult to be amended or obtained illicitly;
➢ A person’s residential and business address will be an essential part of his identity;
➢ The Company will never use the same verification data or information for verifying the Client’s
identity and verifying his/her home address.
The data and information that are collected before the establishment of the Business Relationship, with
the aim of constructing the Client’s economic profile and, as a minimum, shall include the following:
•
•

The purpose and the reason for requesting the establishment of a Business Relationship;
The anticipated account turnover, the nature of the transactions, the expected origin of
incoming funds to be credited in the account and the expected destination of outgoing
transfers/payments; and

•

The Client’s size of wealth and annual income and the clear description of the main
business/professional activities/operations
The data and information that are used for the construction of the Client-legal person’s
economic profile shall include, inter alia, the following:

•

o

The name of the company;

o

The country of its incorporation;
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o

The head offices address

o

The names and the identification information of the Beneficial Owners;

o

The names and the identification information of the directors;

o

The names and the identification information of the authorised signatories;

o

Financial information; and

o

The ownership structure of the group that the Client-legal person may be a part of
(country of incorporation of the parent company, subsidiary companies and associate
companies, main activities and financial information);

➢ The said data and information are recorded in a separate form designed for this purpose which
is retained in the Client’s file along with all other documents as well as all internal records of
meetings with the respective Client. The said form is updated regularly or whenever new
information emerges that needs to be added to the economic profile of the Client or alters
existing information that makes up the economic profile of the Client;
➢ Identical data and information with the abovementioned shall be obtained in the case of a
Client-natural person, and in general, the same procedures with the abovementioned shall be
followed; and
➢ Client transactions transmitted for execution, shall be compared and evaluated against the
anticipated account’s turnover, the usual turnover of the activities/operations of the Client and
the data and information kept for the Client’s economic profile. Significant deviations are
investigated, and the findings are recorded in the respective Client’s file. Transactions that are
not justified by the available information on the Client, are thoroughly examined so as to
determine whether suspicions over money laundering or terrorist financing arise for the
purposes of submitting an internal report to the MLRO and then by the latter to the FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
The Company shall apply each of the CDD measures and identification procedures set out above but
may determine the extent of such measures on a risk-sensitive basis depending on the type of Client,
Business Relationship, product or transaction. The Company shall be able to demonstrate to the FSA
that the extent of the measures is appropriate in view of the risks of the use of the Investment and
Ancillary Services for the purposes of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
For the purposes of the provisions relating to identification procedures and CDD requirements, proof of
identity is satisfactory if:
(a) It is reasonable possible to establish that the Client is the person he claims to be; and,
(b) The person who examines the evidence is satisfied, in accordance with the procedures
followed under the Law, that the Client is actually the person he claims to be.
The construction of the Client’s economic profile according to the provisions above shall be undertaken
by the MLRO.
In this respect, the data and information collected for the construction of the economic profile shall be
fully documented and filed, as applicable, by the Administration/Back-Office Department.

1.10

Simplified Due Diligence (SDD)

With respect to the provisions of the Law and the Directive for simplified Client Identification the
following shall apply:
•

Identify the customer and verify the customer’s identity on the basis of documents, data or
information obtained from a reliable and independent source
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•

The Company may not apply the enhance due diligence measures for a Client who may be
categorised as a low risk Client.

•

Furthermore, where the Client is categorised as a low risk Client, the verification of the identity
of the Client and the Beneficial Owner may be completed during the establishment of a
Business Relationship if this is necessary not to interrupt the normal conduct of business and
where the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing occurring is low. In such situations
these procedures shall be completed as soon as possible after the initial contact and before any
transactions are conducted;

•

When assessing the abovementioned information, the Company shall pay special attention to
any activity of those Clients or to any type of transactions which may be regarded as particularly
likely, by its nature, to be used or abused for money laundering or terrorist financing purposes.

•

The Company shall not consider that Clients or transactions described in the first point above,
represent a low risk of money laundering or terrorist financing if there is information available
to suggest that the risk of money laundering or terrorist financing may not be low;

•

Where there is a ‘beneficial owner’ who is not the customer, identify the beneficial owner and
take adequate measures, on a risk-sensitive basis, to verify his identity so as to be satisfied that
it knows who the beneficial owner is, including, in the case of a legal person, trust or similar
legal arrangement, measures to understand the ownership and control structure of the person,
trust or arrangement;

•

Obtain information on the nature and intended purpose of the business relationship

•

With respect to public authorities or public bodies of the EEA countries, for which the enhanced
due diligence procedures may not be applied, they must fulfil all the following criteria:
o

The Client has been entrusted with public functions pursuant to the Treaty on European
Union, the Treaties on the Communities or Community secondary legislation;

o

The Client’s identity is publicly available, transparent and certain;

o

The activities of the Client, as well as its accounting practices, are transparent; and

o

Whether the Client is accountable to a community institution or to the authorities of a
member state, or appropriate check and balance procedures exist ensuring control of
the Client’s activity, to determine the level of AML risk posed by a customer prior to
applying the SDD status to such customer and provide justification for such qualification

SDD does not exempt the Firm from the obligation to verify identity where it knows or suspects that a
proposed relationship or occasional transaction involves money laundering or terrorist financing, or
where there are doubts about the veracity or accuracy of documents, data or information previously
obtained for the purposes of customer verification.
In applying SDD, the Firm will need to have reasonable grounds for believing that the customer falls
within one of the categories set out above and may have to demonstrate this to the FSA.
Thus, for operating purposes, the Firm will need to maintain a base of information about the customer.
For example, where SDD is applied on the basis that the customer is listed on a regulated market, the
Firm may wish to record the steps taken to ascertain its listed status. Similarly, if the customer is a
regulated financial institution, the Firm may wish to record the steps taken to ascertain its regulated
status. Such information should be inserted in Part II of the Client Questionnaire.
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Once SDD has been applied to a customer, it will be necessary for the Firm to conduct certain ongoing
monitoring of the relationship with a view to checking that the basis for applying SDD remains
appropriate.
If there is any doubt as to whether it is appropriate to proceed on the basis of having performed SDD,
then the MLRO should be consulted.
Where SDD is applicable, the customer must be identified, their identity should be recorded, and
evidence should be kept as to why it has been determined that the customer falls into one of the
relevant categories which justify SDD.
1.11 Enhanced Client Identification and Due Diligence (High Risk Clients)
The Firm must apply ‘enhanced’ due diligence measures and ongoing monitoring, on a risk-sensitive
basis, in specified circumstances, including
(a) Where the Client has not been physically present for identification purposes, the Company shall
apply one or more of the following measures:
o
o
o

o

o

Take supplementary measures to verify or certify the documents supplied, or requiring
confirmatory certification by a credit or financial institution; and
Telephone contact with the customer at his home or office, on a telephone number
which has been verified from independent and reliable sources;
Communication via video call with the customer, provided the video recording and
screen shot safeguards apply to the communication. It is provided that a customer,
whose identity was verified hereunder cannot deposit an amount over 5,000 USDT per
annum;
Communication with the customer through at an address that the Financial
Organization has previously verified from independent and reliable sources, in the form
of a registered letter;
Performing an electronic verification as per requirements set out in Paragraph (b) of
Directive DI114-2007-08 (A) of 2016.

Please note that the Company will use two sources of electronic verification which their
electronic data bases include a wide range of sources with information from different time
periods with real-time update and trigger alerts when important data alter.

(b) With respect to transactions or Business Relationships with PEPs
A PEP is defined as ‘an individual’ means the natural persons who are or have been entrusted
with prominent public functions within EU (Domestic PEPs) or outside of the EU (Foreign PEPs)
and their immediate family members or persons known to be close associates of such persons.
The company will not accept any client classified as PEP. In case client will become PEP during
his business relationship with the company, company will close his account.

The Company shall also be conducting on-going monitoring of the business relationship including
scrutiny of transactions undertaken throughout the course of that relationship to ensure that the
transactions being conducted are consistent with the information and data in the possession of the
person engaged in financial or other business in relation to the Client, the business and risk profile,
including where necessary, the source of funds and ensuring that the documents, data or information
held are kept up-to-date;
Client approval is executed by the persons in charge in the Back-Office Verification Team after a second
verification. Initially client verification is done by the New Accounts Back Office Team.
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Below are described due diligence and identification procedures with respect to high risk Clients.
1.12 Trusts
Identity: The Firm should obtain the following information:
(i)

full name of the trust,

(ii)

nature and purpose of the trust (e.g. discretionary, testamentary, bare),

(iii)

country of establishment,

(iv)

names of all trustees,

(v)

names of any beneficial owners and

(vi)

name and address of any protector or controller.

Verification: The identity of the trust must be verified using reliable and independent documents, data
or information. This may require sight of relevant extracts from the trust deed, or reference to an
appropriate register in the country of establishment. The Firm must take measures to understand the
ownership and control structure of the customer.
The Firm should take appropriate steps to be reasonably satisfied that the person the Firm is dealing
with is properly authorized by the customer. Some consideration should be given as to whether
documents relied upon are forged. In addition, if they are in a foreign language, appropriate steps
should be taken to be reasonably satisfied that the documents in fact provide evidence of the
customer’s identity.
1.13

Non face-to-face Clients

Due to the non-face-to-face nature of business, the Company’s customers are automatically categorised
as high-risk, except for cases where face-to-face meetings may take place, however such customers may
still be categorised as high risk due to other criteria. Furthermore, the Company proceeds in subcategorising the high-risk clients in high, medium and low risk based on other factors.
The MLRO shall apply the following with respect to non-face-to-face Clients:
•

When a Client, requests the establishment of a Business Relationship or an Occasional
Transaction through mail, telephone, or the internet without presenting himself for a personal
interview, the Company must follow the established Client identification and due diligence
procedures, as applied for Clients with whom it comes in direct and personal contact and obtain
exactly the same identification information and documents;

•

However, due to the difficulty in matching the Client with the collected identification data, the
Company shall apply enhanced Client identification and due diligence measures, so as to
effectively mitigate the risks associated with such Business Relationship or Occasional
Transaction.

The MLRO shall apply enhanced due diligence measures with respect to the Clients categorized as highrisk Clients according to the criteria set above.
1.14

“Politically Exposed Persons” (PEP) accounts

The establishment of a Business Relationship or the execution of an Occasional Transaction with
persons holding important public positions and with natural persons closely related to them, may
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expose the Company to enhanced risks, especially if the potential Client seeking to establish a Business
Relationship.
The meaning ‘Politically Exposed Persons’ includes the following natural persons who are or have been
entrusted with prominent public functions’ in EU or outside of EU:
-

-

Heads of State, heads of government, ministers and deputy or assistant ministers;
Members of parliaments;
Members of the governing bodies of political parties;
Members of supreme courts, of constitutional courts or of other high-level judicial bodies
whose decisions are not subject to further appeal, except in exceptional circumstances;
Members of courts of auditors or of the boards of central banks;
Ambassadors, charges des affaires and high-ranking officers in the armed forces;
Members of the administrative, management or supervisory bodies of State-owned enterprises;
Directors, deputy directors and members of the board or equivalent function of an international
organization;
Central Financial Institutions: Examples here would be the Court of Auditors and members on
the boards of central banks;
Armed Forces: In this situation a PEP rating would typically only apply to a high-ranking officer;
International Sports Committees: Members of these committees may be influenced to vote on
the location of major sporting events/contracts for building venues, etc., so have recently been
included by FATF under their definition of a PEP;
Mayors
Anyone who has a close business relationship or joint beneficial ownership of legal entities or
legal arrangements with a PEP;
Anyone who has the sole beneficial ownership of a legal entity which is known to have been set
up for the benefit de facto of the PEP;
Parents and children of PEPs, Spouse or partner, Siblings, Uncles and aunts, even slightly
indirect family members (such as in-laws) will be considered as a politically exposed person.

‘Immediate family members’ includes the following:
-

The spouse or the person with which cohabit for at least one year;
The children and their spouses or the persons with which cohabit for at least one year; and
The parents.

‘Persons known to be close associates’ includes the following:
-

Any natural person who is known to have joint Beneficial Ownership of legal entities or legal
arrangements, or any other close business relations, with a person described above;
Any natural person who has sole Beneficial Ownership of a legal entity or legal arrangement
which is known to have been set up for the benefit de facto of the person described above.

The company will not accept any client classified as PEP. In case client will become PEP during his
business relationship with the company, company will close his account.

1.15
•

Clients from countries which inadequately apply FATF’s recommendations
The FATF 40+9 Recommendations constitute the primary internationally recognized standards
for the prevention and detection of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
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•

2

The Company shall apply the following with respect to Clients from countries which
inadequately apply FATF’s recommendations:
o

Exercise additional monitoring procedures and pay special attention to Business
Relationships and transactions with persons, including companies and financial
institutions, from countries which do not apply or apply inadequately the aforesaid
recommendations;

o

Transactions with persons from the said countries, for which there is no apparent
economic or visible lawful purpose, are further examined for the establishment of their
economic, business or investment background and purpose. If the Company cannot be
fully satisfied as to the legitimacy of a transaction, then a suspicious transaction report
is filed to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT ; and

o

With the aim of implementing the above, the Head of the Administration/Back-Office
Department and the MLRO shall consult the country assessment reports prepared by
the FATF (http://www.fatf-gafi.org), the other regional bodies that have been
established and work on the principles of FATF [e.g. Moneyval Committee of the
Council of Europe (www.coe.int/moneyval)] and the International Monetary Fund
(www.imf.org). Based on the said reports, the MLRO assesses the risk from transactions
and Business Relationships with persons from various countries and decides on the
countries that inadequately apply the FATF’s recommendations. According to the
aforesaid decision of the MLRO, the Company applies, when deemed necessary,
enhanced due diligence measures for identifying and monitoring transactions of
persons originating from countries with significant shortcomings and strategic
deficiencies in their legal and administrative systems for the prevention of Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing.

KYC Documents Requirements
2.1 Time of Application of the Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures

With respect to the timing of the application of the Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures,
the MLRO shall be responsible for the application of the following provisions:
(a) The verification of the identity of the Client and the Beneficial Owner shall be performed before
the establishment of a Business Relationship or the carrying out of a transaction; it is noted that
the identification procedure includes the following (where appropriate):
• creation of an economic profile for the client/beneficial owner and/or,

(b) By way of derogation from point (a) above, the verification of the identity of the Client and the
Beneficial Owner may be completed during the establishment of a Business Relationship if this is
necessary not to interrupt the normal conduct of business, where the risk of money laundering
or terrorist financing occurring is low and where the process of verifying the procedure is
completed as soon as practicable after the initial contact (Please see section 5.2). The obligation
of not trading will be excluded only in the cases where the above conditions apply. The Policy of
the Company is to proceed with full verification of the identity of the Client before the
establishment of a Business Relationship with the client;
(c) In cases where the Company is unable to comply with the abovementioned requirements, the
Company shall not carry out any transaction through a bank account, establish a Business
Relationship or carry out an Occasional Transaction and consider making a report to the
FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT ; and
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(d) Identification procedures and CDD requirements shall be applied not only to all new Clients but
also to existing Clients at appropriate times, depending on the level of risk of being involved in
money laundering or terrorist financing.
2.2

15 Grace Period, Failure or Refusal to Submit Information for the Verification of Clients’
Identity

•

15 Grace Period

The company has a full understanding of Circular C143 and C157 issued in 2016, with respect to the
timing of the application of the Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures and in respect to that
the company, has established the 15 Days Grace period procedure which allows clients to submit all
necessary document within 15 days after their first deposit up to 5,000 USDT.
On the 16th day if a client failed or refuse to submit the necessary documents, in case of open positions
will be requested to be closed, amount deposited will be refunded and the account will be terminated.
In case where a client deposit more than 5,000 USDT, he/she cannot proceed with any trade unless the
company and the verification team will fully proceed to the client’s verification.

The company implements, where appropriate, in view of the client’s verification procedure undertaken
in the course of the business relationship, adequate automated electronic management information
system which is supplying all necessary departments on a timely basis, all valid and necessary
information for each department, to follow the procedure.
•

Failure or Refusal to Submit Information

Failure or refusal by a Client to submit, within the 15 grace period or before the establishment of a
Business Relationship or the execution of an occasional transaction, the requisite data and information
for the verification of his identity and the creation of his economic profile without adequate
justification, constitutes elements that may lead to the creation of a suspicion that the Client is involved
in money laundering or terrorist financing activities.
In such an event, the Company shall not proceed with the establishment of the Business Relationship or
the execution of the occasional transaction while at the same time the MLRO considers whether it is
justified under the circumstances to submit a report to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
If, during the Business Relationship, a Client fails or refuses to submit, within a reasonable timeframe,
the required verification data and information, the Company and the MLRO shall consider terminating
the Business Relationship and close all the accounts of the Client, taking also into account the specific
circumstances of the Client in question and the risks faced by the Company on possible money
laundering and/or terrorist financing, while at the same time examine whether it is justified under the
circumstances to submit a report to FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
2.3

Requirement to cease transactions etc

Where it is not possible to apply the CDD measures, the Firm must not carry out a transaction with or
for the customer through a bank account; must not establish a business relationship or carry out an
occasional transaction; must terminate any existing business relationship; and must consider whether
to make a disclosure to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT
The Firm is prohibited from setting up anonymous accounts for any new or existing customer
If the Firm concludes that the circumstances do give reasonable grounds for knowledge or suspicion of
money laundering or terrorist financing, a report must be made to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
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2.4 Transactions that Favour Anonymity
In the case of Clients’ transactions via internet, phone, fax or other electronic means where the Client is
not present so as to verify the authenticity of his signature or that he is the real owner of the account or
that he has been properly authorized to operate the account, the Company applies reliable methods,
procedures and control mechanisms over the access to the electronic means so as to ensure that it
deals with the true owner or the authorized signatory of the account.
2.5 Physical persons accounts
Client identification process performed prior to opening new accounts:
Prior to accepting new clients and allowing them to trade with the Company, the following documents
shall be obtained:
2.5.1

Proof of Identity

A government-issued document which incorporates: the customer’s full name and photograph and
either his residential address or his date of birth.
POI needs to be a clear copy of one of the following governments issued Identification document:
a)
b)
c)

Passport
National Identification Number
Driver`s license

POI must clearly show the following details:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Photo
Full name
Date of birth (DoB)
Expiration date
Document number
Full security strip (if applicable)

The Compliance Call is an extra measure of verification and is executed on a daily basis and for all
languages for the Clients who make a deposit. In the compliance call we verify the identity of the client;
hence we check whether his personal details are correct or not, and we also inform him about our main
policies and about our Terms & Conditions.
2.5.2

Proof of Address

A utility bill, house deed, or bank statement not older than three (3) months, stating the client’s name
and residential address. In cases where the clients are operating within countries where the addresses
are identified only by reference to a P.O. Box, a declaration letter signed by an independent
government representative or professional officer (such as post office, lawyer, accountants and notary
public) confirming the client’s address is accepted. Moreover, in cases where the clients are living with a
family member and the only proof of address they can produce is in the name of the relative, a
declaration confirming the family relationship is accepted to verify the validity of the proof of address
provided.
In addition, personal details of the client are verified through information provided by the payment
service provider (e.g. bank, credit card company) to ensure that they are identical to the information
provided by the client during the application process.
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The following documents shall be considered acceptable:
•

Recent Utility Bill (i.e. electric, water, telephone, gas) - The bill must be less than three (3)
months old. Please note that a mobile phone will be accepted as a valid Proof of Residence only
if the name on the bill matches the name of the registration and same for the telephone
number.
• Recent Mortgage Statement
• Signed Lease Agreement still within term
• Bank, Investment Letter
• Deed or Other Evidence of Property
• Bill for Homeowner’s or Renter’s Insurance Policy (less than three (3) months old)
• Security System Bill/Statement (less than three (3) months old)
• Government-Issued Letters or Statements Establishing Current Address (less than twelve (12)
months old)
• Domestic Passport for Russians and Ukrainians (make sure that the address is matching the one
mentioned in the registration)
(NOTE that any document that has been used for proof of identity cannot also be used as proof of
address - excepting the Domestic Passport mentioned above. Furthermore, all documents provided
in any other language excepting English should be translated. Translation Form should be provided
for each non-English document.)
• Recent Bank Statement - Must be less than three (3) months old
(Important: Screen shots of bank statements are only acceptable in cases where the bank account being
used for proof of address is the same as the one used to fund the account.)
For example:
•
•
•
•
•

Tax Letters and notices
Letters or notices from government housing authorities
Jury duty notices
Voter registration notices
Other official government letters or notices showing customer name and address being verified

The proof of residence must:
•
•
•

Show current address
Show name as indicated on the account application
Be from a credible source (with a visible logo)

•

Be dated within the last three (3) months

NOTE: P.O. Box as Proof of Residence is not acceptable.
The Following are acceptable as other forms of Proof of Residence for the locals:
•

Proof of residence from Land registry given that proof of previous address is also provided.

The Following are acceptable as other forms of Proof of Residence for non-locals:
• Valid Lease Agreement (valid for the current year) between the client and the land lord or
between the company which employee our client and the land lord associated with the contract
of employment or a letter from the company declaring our client employment duly signed by
the company.
2.5.3

Natural persons residing in the Country

The Company shall obtain the following information to ascertain the true identity of the natural persons
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residing in the Country:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True name and/or names used as these are stated on the official identity card or passport;
Full permanent address in the Country, including postal code;
Telephone (home and mobile) and fax numbers;
Email address, if any;
Date and place of birth;
Nationality; and
Details of the profession and other occupations of the Client including the name of
employer/business organisation.

In order to verify the Client’s identity/name, the Company shall request the Client to present a copy of
the original document which is issued by an independent and reliable source that carries the Client’s
photo (e.g. Passport, National Identity cards, Driving License etc).
The Client’s permanent address shall be verified using one of the following ways:
•

The production of a recent (up to 3 months) utility bill, local authority tax bill or a bank
statement or any other document same with the aforesaid.
2.5.4

Natural persons not residing in the Country

The Company shall obtain the information described above to ascertain the true identity of the natural
persons not residing in the Country.
In addition, and without prejudice to the application on a risk-sensitive basis, the Company shall require
and receive information on public positions which the prospective Client holds or held in the last twelve
(12) months as well as whether he is a close relative or associate of such individual, in order to verify if
the Client is a PEP.
Furthermore, passports shall always be requested from the Clients not residing in the Country and, if
available, official national identity cards issued by the competent authorities of their country of origin
shall be obtained. Certified true copies of the pages containing the relevant information from the said
documents shall also be obtained and kept in the Client’s files.
In addition, if in doubt for the genuineness of any document (passport, national identity card or
documentary evidence of address), the Company shall seek verification of identity with an Embassy or
the Consulate of the issuing country or a reputable credit or financial institution situated in the Client’s
country of residence.
In addition to the aim of preventing Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, the abovementioned
information is also essential for implementing the financial sanctions imposed against various persons
by the United Nations and the European Union. In this respect, passport’s number, issuing date and
country as well as the Client’s date of birth always appear on the documents obtained, so that the
Company would be in the position to verify precisely whether a Client is included in the relevant list of
persons subject to financial sanctions which are issued by the United Nations or the European Union
based on a United Nations Security Council’s Resolution and Regulation or a Common Position of the
European Union’s Council respectively
2.6 Legal persons accounts
A different identification procedure is followed for legal persons interested in opening an account with
the Company. The documentation that needs to be obtained by the corporate client is presented
below:
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For Clients that are legal persons, the Company shall establish that the natural person appearing to act
on their behalf, is appropriately authorised to do so and his identity is established and verified
according to the procedures outlined above.
The Company shall take all necessary measures for the full ascertainment of the legal person’s control
and ownership structure as well as the verification of the identity of the natural persons who are the
Beneficial Owners and exercise control over the legal person according to the procedures outlined
above.
The verification of the identification of a legal person that requests the establishment of a Business
Relationship or the execution of an Occasional Transaction, comprises the ascertainment of the
following:
•

The registered number;

•

The registered corporate name and trading name used;

•

The full addresses of the registered office and the head offices;

•

The telephone numbers, fax numbers and e-mail address;

•

The members of the board of directors;

•

The individuals that are duly authorised to operate the account and to act on behalf of the legal
person;

•

The Beneficial Owners of private companies and public companies that are not listed in a
Regulated Market of an EEA country or a third country with equivalent disclosure and
transparency requirements;

•

The registered shareholders that act as nominees of the Beneficial Owners; and

•

The economic profile of the legal person.

(a) Verification of the natural person which is acting on behalf of the legal entity:
•
•

Board resolution authorizing the person to act on behalf of the company;
Copy of the passport and utility bill of that person;

(b) Full ascertainment of the legal entity’s control and ownership structure and verification of the
identity of the beneficial owners and those who exercise control over the legal entity:
•

If a regulated entity, copy of the license and copy of directors’ certificate;

•

If not regulated entity, legal structure (if part of a group of companies) and KYC documents
for all beneficial owners holding more than 25% of the share capital (25% plus 1);

(c) Verification of the identity of the legal entity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certificate of incorporation and certificate of good standing;
Certificate of registered office;
Certificate of directors and secretary;
Certificate of shareholders;
Certificate of Incumbency, if applicable (shall replace certificates of incorporation,
registered office, directors and secretary and shareholders);
Memorandum and articles of association (if not EU regulated or regulated in a country with
equivalent disclosure and transparency requirements);
In case that registered shareholders act as nominees of the beneficial owners, a copy of the
trust agreement concluded between the nominee shareholder and the beneficial owners;
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•

Documents for the verification of the identity of the registered shareholders and the
beneficial owners (passport and utility bill).

Where deemed necessary for a better understanding of the activities, sources and uses of funds/assets
of a legal person, the Company shall obtain copies of its latest audited financial statements (if available),
and/or copies of its latest management accounts.
As an additional due diligence measure, on a risk-sensitive basis, the Company shall carry out (when
deemed necessary) a search and obtain information from the records of the Companies House (for
domestic companies) or from a corresponding authority in the company’s (legal person’s) country of
incorporation (for foreign companies) and/or request information from other sources in order to
establish that the applicant company (legal person) is not, nor is in the process of being dissolved or
liquidated or struck off from the registry of the Registrar of Companies and Official Receiver and that it
continues to be registered as an operating company in the records of the Companies House of the
Country or by an appropriate authority outside the Country
It is pointed out that, if at any later stage any changes occur in the structure or the ownership status or
to any details of the legal person, or any suspicions arise emanating from changes in the nature of the
transactions performed by the legal person via its account, then it is imperative that further enquiries
should be made for ascertaining the consequences of these changes on the documentation and
information held by the Company for the legal person and all additional documentation and
information for updating the economic profile of the legal person is collected.
In the case of a Client-legal person that requests the establishment of a Business Relationship or the
execution of an Occasional Transaction and whose direct/immediate and principal shareholder is
another legal person, registered in the Country or abroad, the Company, before establishing a Business
Relationship or executing an Occasional Transaction, shall verify the ownership structure and the
identity of the natural persons who are the Beneficial Owners and/or control the other legal person.
Apart from verifying the identity of the Beneficial Owners, the Company shall identify the persons who
have the ultimate control over the legal person’s business and assets.
In the cases that the ultimate control rests with the persons who have the power to manage the funds,
accounts or investments of the legal person without requiring authorisation and who would be in a
position to override the internal procedures of the legal person, the Company, shall verify the identity
of the natural persons who exercise ultimate control as described above even if those persons have no
direct or indirect interest or an interest of more than 25% in the legal person's ordinary share capital or
voting rights.
In cases where the Beneficial Owner of a legal person, requesting the establishment of a Business
Relationship or the execution of an Occasional Transaction, is a trust set up in the Country or abroad,
the Company shall implement the following procedure:
•

The Company shall ascertain the legal substance, the name and the date of establishment of the
trust and verify the identity of the trustor, trustee and Beneficial Owners;

•

Furthermore, the Company shall ascertain the nature of activities and the purpose of
establishment of the trust as well as the source and origin of funds requesting the relevant
extracts from the trust deed and any other relevant information from the trustees. All relevant
data and information should be recorded and kept in the Client’s file.

2.7 Joint Account
A joint account is made between 2 clients. Both clients should be fully verified in order to proceed with
the approval.
Once we receive the internal Joint Account Application Form, we check if it is filled and signed by both
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clients.
•
•
•

Married Couples – Proof of marriage is required;
1st Degree Family Related – Proof such as birth certificate is required;
Non-related but having a joint bank account – Joint bank account statement is required and
proof of relationship.

In most cases, both account holders will submit the documents mentioned above for individuals. If
additional documents are required, client will be contacted via email.
2.8 Trust accounts
The MLRO shall apply the following with respect to trust accounts:
•

When the Company establishes a Business Relationship or carries out an Occasional Transaction
with trusts, it shall ascertain the legal substance, the name and the date of establishment of the
trust and verify the identity of the trustor, trustee and Beneficial Owners, according to the
Client identification procedures prescribed in throughout this policy;

•

Furthermore, the Company shall ascertain the nature of activities and the purpose of
establishment of the trust as well as the source and origin of funds requesting the relevant
extracts from the trust deed and any other relevant information from the trustees. All relevant
data and information shall be recorded and kept in the Client’s file.

2.9 ‘Client accounts’ in the name of a third person
The MLRO shall apply the following with respect to “Client accounts” in the name of a third person:
•

The Company may open “client accounts” (e.g. omnibus accounts) in the name of financial
institutions from EEA countries.

In case the Company receives a request to open “client accounts” (e.g. omnibus accounts) in the name
of financial institutions originating from countries other than the EEA, then the Company shall examine
such requests on a case by case basis and shall undertake additional due diligence measures on such
financial institutions. Such additional measures shall include a country-profile assessment in terms of
AML reputation and legislation, analysis of the AML measures applied by such financial institutions,
whether the financial institution is supervised in terms of AML, analysis of the line of business and
clientele type of the financial institution and any additional measures deemed necessary during the
assessment. It is stressed that the Company shall be extra vigilant on such cases.
•

•

In the case that the opening of a “client account” is requested by a third person acting as an
auditor/accountant or an independent legal professional or a trust and company service
provider situated in a country of the Company shall proceed with the opening of the account
provided that
the following conditions are met:
o

The third person is subject to mandatory professional registration in accordance with
the relevant laws of the country of operation;

o

The third person is subject to regulation and supervision by an appropriate competent
authority in the country of operation for Anti-Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
purposes;

o

The MLRO has assessed the Client identification and due diligence procedures
implemented by the third person and has found them to be in line with the Law and the
Directive. A record of the assessment should be prepared and kept in a separate file
maintained for each third person; and
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o

2.10

The third person makes available to the Company all the data and documents described
in this Policy/Manual.
Accounts of unions, societies, clubs, provident funds and charities

In the case of accounts in the name of unions, societies, provident funds and charities, the Company
ascertains their purpose of operation and verifies their legitimacy by requesting the production of the
articles and memorandum of association/procedure rules and registration documents with the
competent governmental authorities (in case the law requires such registration).
Furthermore, the Company shall obtain a list of the members of board of directors’/management
committee of the abovementioned organisations and verifies the identity of all individuals that have
been authorised to manage the account.
2.11
Accounts of unincorporated businesses, partnerships and persons with no legal
substance
In the case of unincorporated businesses, partnerships and other persons with no legal substance, the
identity of the directors, partners, Beneficial Owners and other individuals who are authorised to
manage the account shall be verified according to the procedures outlined above.
In addition, in the case of partnerships, the original or a certified true copy of the partnership’s
registration certificate shall be obtained.
The Company shall obtain documentary evidence of the head office address of the business, ascertains
the nature and size of its activities and receives all the information required for the creation of the
economic profile of the business.
The Company shall request, in cases where it exists, the formal partnership agreement and shall also
obtain mandate from the partnership authorising the opening of the account and confirming authority
to a specific person who will be responsible for its operation.

2.12

Investment funds, mutual funds and firms providing financial or investment services

The Company shall establish and maintain Business Relationships or execute Occasional Transactions
with persons who carry out such services and activities which are incorporated and/or operating in
countries of the EEA. Such persons must:
(a) Possess the necessary license or authorisation from a competent supervisory/regulatory
authority of the country of their incorporation and operation to provide the said services; and
(b) Be subject to supervision for the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing
purposes.
In the case of the establishment of a Business Relationship or the execution of an Occasional
Transaction with persons who carry out the above services and activities and which are incorporated
and/or operating in a third country Company shall request and obtain, in addition to the
abovementioned, in previous points, documentation and the information required by the Manual for
the identification and verification of persons, including the Beneficial Owners, the following:
•

A copy of the license or authorisation granted to the said person from a competent
supervisory/regulatory authority of its country of incorporation and operation, whose
authenticity should be verified either directly with the relevant supervisory/regulatory authority
or from other independent and reliable sources; and
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•

Adequate documentation and sufficient information in order to fully understand the control
structure and management of the business activities as well as the nature of the services and
activities provided by the Client.

In the case of investment funds and mutual funds the Company, apart from identifying Beneficial
Owners, shall obtain information regarding their objectives and control structure, including
documentation and information for the verification of the identity of investment managers, investment
advisors, administrators and custodians.
2.13

Customers acting as agent

As here the customer is an intermediary carrying on appropriately bank or other financial institution
appropriately regulated in the Country, in an EEA member state, and is acting as agent for an underlying
client, the Firm may apply SDD to the agent and will have no obligation to carry out CDD measures on
the agent’s underlying client, unless the Firm takes instruction from the regulated agent’s underlying
client or acts on that underlying client’s behalf.
The Company shall take reasonable measures to obtain adequate documents, data or information for
the purpose of establishing and verifying the identity of:
a) the nominee or the agent of the third person, and
b) any third person on whose behalf the nominee or the agent is acting.
Where the Firm cannot apply SDD to the agent (either because the agent is unregulated or is regulated
in a non-equivalent jurisdiction), the Firm is obliged to carry out CDD measures on both the agent and
the underlying customer.
In addition, the Company shall obtain a copy of the authorization agreement that has been concluded
between the interested parties.

2.14

Further Obligations for Client Identification and Due Diligence Procedures

In addition to the principles described above, the Company, and specifically the MLRO shall:
•

Ensure that the Client identification records remain completely updated with all relevant
identification data and information throughout the Business Relationship;

•

Examine and check, on a regular basis, the validity and adequacy of the Client identification
data and information that he maintains, especially those concerning high risk Clients.

The procedures and controls outlined in this Manual also determine implicitly the timeframe during
which the regular review, examination and update of the Client identification is conducted. The
outcome of the said review shall be recorded in a separate note/form which shall be kept in the
respective Client file. The Client files will be updated every year considering the date of activation in
case the documents are expired.
Despite the aforementioned obligations and while taking into consideration the level of risk, if at any
time during the Business Relationship, the Company becomes aware that reliable or adequate data and
information are missing from the identity and the economic profile of the Client, then the Company
takes all necessary action, by applying the Client identification and due diligence procedures according
to the Manual, to collect the missing data and information, the soonest possible, so as to identify the
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Client and update and complete the Client’s economic profile.
In addition to the above obligations, the Company shall check the adequacy of the data and information
of the Client’s identity and economic profile, whenever one of the following events or incidents occurs:
•

An important transaction takes place which appears to be unusual and/or significant compared
to the normal pattern of transactions and the economic profile of the Client;

•

A material changes in the Client’s legal status and situation, such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

change of directors/secretary;
change of registered shareholders and/or Beneficial Owners;
change of registered office;
change of trustees;
change of corporate name and/or trading name; and
change of the principal trading partners and/or undertaking of major new business
activities;
a material change in the way and the rules the Client’s account operates, such as:
✓ change in the persons that are authorised to operate the account; and
✓ application for the opening of a new account for the provision of new
investment services and/or financial instruments.

In addition to the above, the Company, when making transfers of money between Clients’ accounts,
shall apply the following procedures:
•

Ask, from both Clients directly involved (originator of the transfer and recipient of the transfer),
to complete a form of order and acceptance of the money transfer between the Clients’
accounts;

•

Before performing the money transfer, the responsible, for this purpose, person (e.g. Head of
the Accounting Department) shall confirm the order and acceptance of the money transfer by
telephone or by other equivalent method. If the confirmation is made by telephone, the
telephone communication shall be recorded

•

The MLRO shall:
o
o
o

3

Verify the authenticity of the signatures on the aforementioned form;
Record (e.g. on the form) the reasons and confirm the legality of the purpose for which
the transfer of money is made;
Keep/file all records and information related to this purpose in the involved Clients’
files.

Reliance on third parties

The Firm may rely on specified types of person to apply the CDD measures, provided that the thirdparty consents to being relied on. However, the Firm, not the third party, remains liable for any failure
to apply the due diligence measures. The specified types of person include the following:
(a)another relevant person who is subject to these EU Directive;
(b)a person who carries on business in an EEA state other than the Country who is:
i.

subject to the requirements in national legislation implementing the fourth money
laundering directive as an obliged entity (within the meaning of that directive), and
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ii.

supervised for compliance with those requirements in accordance with section 2 of
Chapter VI of the fourth money laundering directive

(c) a person who carries on business in a third country who is
i.

subject to requirements in relation to customer due diligence and record keeping which
are equivalent to those laid down in the fourth money laundering directive; and

ii.

supervised for compliance with those requirements in a manner equivalent to section 2
of Chapter VI of the fourth money laundering directive

(d) organisations whose members consist of persons within sub-paragraph (a), (b) or (c).
Standard forms for use when seeking confirmation of identification and verification of identity from FCA
and EU Regulated Financial Services Firms may be found at Appendix 2 to this section.
In the case where the third person is an accountant or an independent legal professional or a trust and
company services provider from a country which is a member of the EEA or a third country then the
Company, before accepting the Client identification data verified by the said third person, shall apply
the following additional measures/procedures:
•

The MLRO or the appointed person shall assess and evaluate the systems and procedures
applied by the third person for the prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, as
applicable;

•

As a result of the abovementioned assessment, the MLRO must be satisfied that the third
person implements Client identification and due diligence systems and procedures which are in
line with the requirements of the Law and the Directive;

•

The MLRO shall maintain a separate file for every third person of the present paragraph, where
it stores the assessment report and other relevant information (such as identification details,
records of meetings, evidence of all relevant data and information); and

•

The commencement of the cooperation with the third person and the acceptance of Client
identification data verified by the third person is subject to approval by the MLRO.

For the purposes of this Section of this Policy/Manual, the terms financial institutions and persons
engaged in financial business activities do not include currency exchange offices.
The MLRO shall be responsible for the implementation of the provisions mentioned in this Policy/
Manual.
The Internal Auditor shall be responsible to review the adequate implementation of the provisions
mentioned herein, at least annually.
4

Client account Opening and Monitoring Procedure

The Client Account Opening and Monitoring Procedures shall be undertaken by the MLRO. In general
terms, responsible for the following:
(a) Assisting with the maintenance and updating of the Client account opening procedures;
(b) Monitoring the maintenance and update of the Client account opening procedures by the Customer
Support Department, as applicable;

(c) Providing Company information to the Clients (terms of business of the Company), including the
Company’s order execution policy and policy to act in the best interest of Clients;
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(d) Assisting with the conduct of the due diligence procedures during the account opening stage (“KnowYour-Client” – KYC - procedures);

(e) Monitoring the performance at the account opening stage (“Know your Client” procedures) by the
Customer Support Department, as applicable;

(f) Implementing the Client categorisation procedure;
(g) Implementing the Appropriateness and Economic Profile Questionnaire and determining the
assessment of the expertise, experience and knowledge of the Client;

(h) Following the approval of a Client account and for the duration of the account operation, monitoring
Clients regarding suspicious transactions, whereas these do not match with their investment profile
and notify the MLRO;

(i) Checking Client relationship inter se, if any
(j) Ensure that Clients are informed in writing that their personal details shall not be used for any other
purposes other than the provision of the services specified in the Client Agreement;

(k) Ensure that Client Agreements were delivered to Clients;
(l) Record keeping and documentation filing of Client Agreements and all the relevant documentation
(“Know-Your-Client” – KYC - procedure documents).

5

Client Account Closing and Monitoring Procedures

The User’s account maybe Suspended or terminated by either party upon giving the other party written
notice of Suspension or termination, which will take effect immediately, unless otherwise specified in
the notice.
In the event of client’s account termination, any Open Positions should be closed by the client as soon
as reasonably practicable and in any event no longer than 7 (seven) calendar days after the client’s
written notice.
Upon the termination of an account, all outstanding monies by the Client to the Company will become
immediately due and payable including but not limited to:
(a) Fees and charges;
(b) Administrative expenses incurred for terminating the account;
(c) Any losses and/or expenses realised in closing out open transactions or settling or concluding
outstanding obligations incurred by the Company.
All outstanding monies by the Client to the Company, shall be deducted from the Client’s Account
before transferring any credit balances to Client. Transferring of monies to the Client shall be postponed
until all outstanding obligations have been settled. Furthermore, the Company shall be entitled to
require from the Client to pay any charges and/or fees incurred in transferring investments.
In the event that the client withdraws all funds from the client’s Trading Account and cease trading
activity without closing the Trading Account, then the account will be designated as “Inactive Account”
as described in detail in Inactive and Dormant Account Policy.
Furthermore, according to the Inactive and dormant Account policy, when a client withdrawals funds or
the total equity is 0 and there are no ‘’activities’’, as is described in detail in the Inactive and Dormant
Account Policy, the account will be terminated.
A Client’s Account might be closed due to the following reasons:
(a) Client’s request;
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(b) Suspicion of Fraud or abusive behaviour;
(c) Failure to provide documents required by the AML Compliance Department within a
reasonable timeframe;
(d) Failure to provide updated documents requested by the AML Compliance Department within a
reasonable timeframe;
(e) Breach of the Company’s Terms and Conditions;
(f) Regulatory Reasons;
(g) Dormant Account
The following procedure should be followed when a client requests to close the account:
1. The client sends closure of account form and/or instructs to close the account via email to
Customer Support Department;
2. Assigned Relationship Manager contacts the client to discuss the reasons the client requests to
close the account;
3. Assigned Relationship Manager informs Partners Support Department of the reason the client
wishes to terminate the account;
4. In case the client has any Open Position(s), then the client is informed that those positions
should be closed by the client as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event no longer than
7 (seven) calendar days after the client’s written notice prior the Company proceeding with the
closure request;
5. All outstanding monies by the Client to the Company, shall be deducted from the Client’s
Account before transferring any credit balances to Clint. Transferring of monied to the Client
shall be postponed until all outstanding obligations have been settled.
6. Remaining equity of the trading account is sent to the client in accordance with the Law;
7. The Status of the account on the System is changed to “Terminated” as well as the Client’s
account status ground is changed indicating the reason of the account closure ( abusive
behaviour, on client’s request, fraud, inactivity, suspicious transactions/activities, resides in a
jurisdiction subsequently banned, world check match during monitoring, inability to contact
client/ client is not cooperating, underage client, terminated business or regulatory reasons);
8. The account is disabled from depositing and trading;
9. Client’s Account is archived;
10. Assigned Relationship Manager is removed from the system;

11. Client’s details are added to the “Do not Contact List” (if applicable).

The following procedure should be followed when the Company is terminating the client’s account:
1. Client is informed about the decision of the Company to terminate the account;
2. Assigned Relationship Manager also informs the client about the decision of the Company;
3. In case the client has any Open Position(s), then the client is informed that those positions
should be closed by the client as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event no longer than
7 (seven) calendar days after the client’s written notice prior the Company proceeding with the
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closure request;
4. All outstanding monies by the Client to the Company, shall be deducted from the Client’s
Account before transferring any credit balances to Clint. Transferring of monied to the Client
shall be postponed until all outstanding obligations have been settled.
5. Remaining equity of the trading account is sent to the client in accordance with the Law;
6. The Status of the account on the System is changed to “Terminated” as well as the Client’s
account status ground is changed indicating the reason of the account closure ( abusive
behaviour, on client’s request, fraud, inactivity, suspicious transactions/activities, resides in a
jurisdiction subsequently banned, world check match during monitoring, FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT request, inability to contact client/ client is not cooperating, underage
client, terminated business or regulatory reasons);
7. The account is disabled from depositing and trading;
8. Client’s Account is archived;
9. Assigned Relationship Manager is removed from the system;
10. Client’s details are added to the “Do not Contact List” (if applicable).
11. The Company will keep records of the details of the business relationship between the
Company and the Client for at least 5 years after the termination of the agreement.
The Compliance Department, daily, as part of its ongoing monitoring program, extracts through an
automated system the list of all “Terminated Accounts” as of date, including the reasons of termination
and additional information on the history of the trading activity of each Trading Account. Where the
Company has terminated the business relationship, the Compliance Department requests evidence for
the reasoning of account closure and that the procedure is followed.

6 Ongoing Monitoring
6.1 General
The Firm must monitor its business relationships on an ongoing basis, which means scrutinising
transactions including, where necessary, the source of the funds, and keeping the documents, data or
other information obtained for applying due diligence measures up to date.
The Company has a full understanding of normal and reasonable account activity of its Clients as well as
of their economic profile and has the means of identifying transactions which fall outside the regular
pattern of an account’s activity or to identify complex or unusual transactions or transactions without
obvious economic purpose or clear legitimate reason.
Without such knowledge, the Company shall not be able to discharge its legal obligation to identify and
report suspicious transactions to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
The constant monitoring of the Clients’ accounts and transactions is an imperative element in the
effective controlling of the risk of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing.
In this respect, the MLRO shall be responsible for maintaining as well as developing the on-going
monitoring process of the Company. The Internal Auditor shall review the Company’s procedures with
respect to the on-going monitoring process, at least annually.
6.2 Procedures
The procedures and intensity of monitoring Clients’ accounts and examining transactions on the Client’s
level of risk shall include the following the identification of all high-risk Clients, as applicable:
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•

The Company shall be able to produce detailed lists of high-risk Clients, so as to facilitate
enhanced monitoring of accounts and transactions, as deemed necessary;

•

Transactions which, as of their nature, may be associated with money laundering or terrorist
financing;
Unusual or suspicious transactions that are inconsistent with the economic profile of the Client
for the purposes of further investigation;
In case of any unusual or suspicious transactions, the head of the department providing the
relevant investment and/or ancillary service or any other person who identified the unusual or
suspicious transactions (e.g. the Head of the Brokerage Department) shall be responsible to
communicate with the MLRO;
Suspicious transactions and screening of all Clients through the Thomson Reuters “World
Check” (Appendix 6) software for passport verification, PEP Research, sanctions lists, profile
checking and risk assessment;
Furthermore, the investigation of unusual or suspicious transactions by the MLRO. The results
of the investigations are recorded in a separate memo and kept in the file of the Clients
concerned;
The ascertainment of the source and origin of the funds credited to accounts;
The use of appropriate and proportionate IT systems, including:

•
•

•
•
•
•

o

o

o

o

o

•

Adequate automated electronic management information systems which will be
capable of supplying the Board of Directors and the MLRO, on a timely basis, all the
valid and necessary information for the identification, analysis and effective monitoring
of Client accounts and transactions based on the assessed risk for money laundering or
terrorist
financing purposes, in view of the nature, scale and complexity of the Company’s
business and the nature and range of the investment services undertaken in the course
of that business; automated electronic management information systems to extract
data and information that is missing regarding the Client identification and the
construction of a Client’s economic profile;
For all accounts, automated electronic management information systems to add up the
movement of all related accounts on a consolidated basis and detect unusual or
suspicious activities and types of transactions. This can be done by setting limits for a
particular type, or category of accounts (e.g. high-risk accounts) or transactions (e.g.
deposits and withdrawals in cash, transactions that do not seem reasonable based on
usual business or commercial terms, significant movement of the account incompatible
with the size of the account balance), taking into account the economic profile of the
Client, the country of his origin, the source of the funds, the type of transaction or
other risk factors. The Company shall pay particular attention to transactions exceeding
the abovementioned limits, which may indicate that a Client might be involved in
unusual or suspicious activities;
The monitoring of accounts and transactions in relation to specific types of transactions
and the economic profile, as well as by comparing periodically the actual movement of
the account with the expected turnover as declared at the establishment of the
business relationship;
The monitoring also covers clients who do not have a contact with the Company, as
well as dormant accounts exhibiting unexpected movements;

Notify customers, through their last known address, that their account has been left dormant
for some period, with no financial activity or full and proper data update

and that their data must be updated, and transactions must be undertaken within the specified
period, provided that the notice includes a description of the consequences of noncompliance with
the specified time period.
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•

If the time period expired with no financial activity or data update, the company shall take
these actions (within two working days):
o

Classify the account as dormant and prohibit transactions;

o

Maintain cash balances and make them available and not act upon them without
instructions from the customer, or the relevant authorities;

o

Supply customers, through their last known address, with a final account statement and
clarify that no further account statements shall be sent until they contact the company
for account activation;

o

If the account is classified as dormant, customers can contact the Company to activate
the account and make the necessary updates;

o

Clients who do not wish to have the account activated, must contact the Company in
order to close the account and have their available cash balance returned to the source
and/or contact the relevant market concerning their securities dues, without violating
the Company’s right to close the account, taking into consideration the account opening
agreement;

o

Duplicate accounts may be accepted only for the following legitimate reasons:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Different base currency
Different leverage
Different trading strategy / trading different products
Requires clean history on account
Wants to carry out back testing on old account and trade on new one.

Clients should be restricted to 3 accounts up to a maximum of 5 for exceptions. Dealing should
authorize any additional account only after checking trading on existing account. All accounts MUST be
under the same email account and where possible client should close previous accounts not being used.
Clients are automatically turned in Dormant Account (when criteria are met) and Customer Support are
informed in order to apply the above.
On-going monitoring is an essential aspect of effective KYC procedures. The Company can only
effectively control and reduce the risk if it has an understanding of normal and reasonable account
activity of its customers so that it has means of identifying transactions which fall outside the regular
pattern of an account’s activity.
Without such knowledge, it is likely to fail in its duty to report suspicious transactions to the appropriate
authorities in cases where they are required to do so. Extend of the monitoring needs to be risksensitive.
As is abovementioned the company has a full understanding of normal and reasonable account activity
of its Clients and has the means of identifying transactions which fall outside the regular pattern of an
account’s activity or to identify complex or unusual transactions or transactions without obvious
economic purpose or clear legitimate reason, thus the company implement the Dormant and inactive
account monitoring procedure, where on a daily basis monitors Inactive and dormant account to
identify any sudden activities without a plausible explanation (e.g. large cash deposits that are suddenly
wired out) and that due diligence procedure are established to investigate those sudden client’s
activities.
6.3 Risk Based Approach (RBA)
The company applies a ‘Risk Based Approach’; that is, an approach that not only takes into
consideration regulatory and/or legislative matters such as client identification, record keeping and
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reporting requirements but also assess the nature of their business.
The Company shall develop an in-house automated AML monitoring system to identify any transactions
falling outside the regular pattern of each Clients’ economic profile through the on-going monitoring of
Clients’ transactions and activities. Furthermore, the automated monitoring system shall identify all
missing information from existing Clients in relation to their economic profiles and any unregular
trading patterns.
Applying a risk-based approach, we aim to detect unusual or suspicious activities by setting limits for a
particular type or category of accounts such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Amount of deposits
Large withdrawal amounts
Over-volume transaction
High Risk jurisdictions
PEPs

The Company shall set four (4) different scenarios to be captured by the system and in case the trading
history of the client falls within each of the four (4) scenarios, an alert shall be created.
The four (4) scenarios are:
1. Scenario 1 - Deposited Amount: This risk is related to the deposited amount of the client;
2. Scenario 2 - Deposits Vs Income + Worth: This risk arises when the deposited amount is
inconsistent with the expected financial situation of the client;
3. Scenario 3 - Deposits Vs Anticipated Trading: This risk arises when the deposited amount is
inconsistent with the expected turnover of the client;
4. Scenario 4 - Deposits Vs Withdrawals: This risk arises when the withdrawals lie within +/- 15%
of the deposited amount within a very short period (within the last 3 months). Please note that
in this case, the value is an alarm and Compliance department needs to perform further
investigation.
Then based on the Risk Categorization of the Client (High, Medium, Low) and the alerts created from
the four (4) scenarios described above, the MLCO shall proceed with the request of appropriate
information from the client.
In a nutshell, when reviewing individual clients, there are three phases that are taken into consideration
Phase I
The first phase aims at establishing whether the individual is categorized as a Politically Exposed Person
(hereinafter as “PEP”). In the event they are categorized as PEPs, then enhanced due diligence should
be conducted.
Phase II
The second phase takes into consideration the client’s country of residence and the risk level associated
with the jurisdiction in accordance with the below:
Country risk shall be calculated based on the risk score provided by each of the below sources plus
inheritance risk:
•
•

Basel AML Index
Corruption Perceptions Index – Transparency International
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•
•

Countries subject to a FATF call for action
FATF monitored jurisdictions with strategic deficiencies

Phase III
Then based on the Risk Categorisation of the Client (High, Medium, Low) and the alerts created from
the 4 scenarios, the MLCO shall proceed with the request of different information from the client as
described below:
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Transactions executed for the customer are compared and evaluated against the parameters described
above. This check shall be conducted daily.
Also, the person who carries out the checks, must ensure that all documentation received by the client
is sufficient and up to date. Any document missing must be requested from the client;
Customers’ trading accounts are checked for securities offering fraud and market manipulation on
multiples times per day by Dealing;
Execution of withdrawal requests should take place after the POI and POR are checked and are up to
date. This should be checked by Finance Department.
Compliance Department should also monitor that the Withdrawal requests have been executed within
the requested timeframe;
Deposits should take place after the POI; POR are checked and are up-to-date.
All communication (telephone calls, emails) with the client shall be checked daily by the Qualitative
Assurance Department;
Significant deviations are investigated and when a suspicious activity is recognized, further investigation
is required in order to obtain explanation as to the source and origin of the funds, the nature and
economic/business purpose of the underlying transaction and the circumstances surrounding the
particular activity.
Besides the checks that are done on an ongoing basis by the MLRO, the personnel must report to MLRO
any suspicious activity or transaction in order to be reviewed and reported to FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE
UNIT if it is needed.
All the findings are recorded to a separate, dedicated folder along with clients’ details.

6.4 Record Keeping
6.4.1

General Guidelines

The Company must retain:
•
•
•

copies of, or references to, the evidence they obtained of a customer’s identity, for five years
after the end of the customer relationship
details of actions taken in respect of internal and external suspicion reports
details of information considered by the nominated officer in respect of an internal report
where no external report is made

The Company is not required to keep records of the transactions which occurred as part of the business
relation, after the business relationship has come to an end, for more than ten (10) years.
Once the period of five (5), or, if applicable, ten (10) years has expired, the Company must delete any
personal data relating to CDD and client transactions unless:
a) the Company is required to retain records containing personal data
(i) by or under any enactment, or
(ii) for the purposes of any court proceedings;
b) the data subject has given consent to the retention of that data; or
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c) the relevant person has reasonable grounds for believing that records containing the personal
data need to be retained for the purpose of legal proceedings.
6.4.2

Records

The precise nature of the records required is not specified in the legal and regulatory regime. The
objective is to ensure that a firm meets its obligations and that, in so far as is practicable, in any
subsequent investigation the firm can provide the authorities with its section of the audit trail.
The firm’s records should cover:
•

Customer information;

•

Transactions;

•

Internal and external suspicion reports;

•

MLRO annual (and other) reports;

•

Information not acted upon;

•

Training and compliance monitoring;

•

Information about the effectiveness of training

➢ Customer Information
In relation to the evidence of a customer’s identity, firms must keep a copy of any documents or
information it obtained to satisfy the CDD measures required under the ML Regulations. Where a firm
has received a confirmation of identity certificate, this certificate will in practice be the evidence of
identity that must be kept. Some documents which may be used for evidence of identification are more
sensitive than others (for example, Armed Forces Cards and Firearms certificates), and firms should deal
with such evidence with care.
When a firm has concluded that it should treat a client as financially excluded for the purposes of
customer identification, it should keep a record of the reasons for doing so.
A firm may often hold additional information in respect of a customer obtained for the purposes of
enhanced customer due diligence or ongoing monitoring.
Records of identification evidence must be kept for a period of five years after the business relationship
with the customer has ended, i.e. the closing of the account or accounts.
Upon the expiry of the five (5) year period, firms must delete any personal data unless:
•

the firm is required to retain records containing personal data by, or under, any enactment, or
for the purposes of any court proceedings; or

•

the firm has reasonable grounds for believing that records containing the personal data need to
be retained for the purpose of legal proceedings; or

•

the data subject has given consent to the retention of that data.

A firm which is relied on by another firm for the purposes of customer due diligence must keep the
records referred to the first paragraph of this section for five years from the ending of the business
relationship with the customer.
Where documents verifying the identity of a customer are held in one part of a group, they do not need
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to be held in duplicate form in another. The records do, however, need to be accessible to the
nominated officer and the MLRO and to all areas that have contact with the customer, and be available
on request, where these areas seek to rely on this evidence, or where they may be called upon by law
enforcement to produce them.
When an introducing branch or subsidiary undertaking ceases to trade or have a business relationship
with a customer, as long as his relationship with other group members continues, particular care needs
to be taken to retain, or hand over, the appropriate customer records. Similar arrangements need to be
made if a company holding relevant records ceases to be part of the group. This will also be an issue if
the record keeping has been delegated to a third party.
➢ Transactions
All transactions carried out on behalf of or with a customer in the course of relevant business must be
recorded within the firm’s records. Transaction records in support of entries in the accounts, in
whatever form they are used, e.g. credit/debit slips, cheques, should be maintained in a form from
which a satisfactory audit trail may be compiled where necessary, and which may establish a financial
profile of any suspect account or customer.
Records of all transactions relating to a customer must be retained for a period of five years from:
➢ where the records relate to an occasional transaction, the date when the transaction is
completed; or
➢ in other cases, the date the business relationship ended, i.e. the closing of the account or
accounts.
But a firm is not required to retain records relating to transactions occurring in a business transaction
relationship for more than 10 years.
Upon the expiry of five (5), or, if applicable, ten (10) years firms must delete any personal data unless:
•
•
•

the firm is required to retain records containing personal data by, or under, any
enactment, or for the purposes of any court proceedings; or
the firm has reasonable grounds for believing that records containing the personal data
need to be retained for the purpose of legal proceedings; or
the data subject has given consent to the retention of that data

➢ Internal and external suspicion reports
A firm should make and retain:
•
•

records of actions taken under the internal and external reporting requirements; and
when the nominated officer has considered information or other material concerning possible
money laundering, but has not made a report to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT , a record
of the other material that was considered.

In addition, copies of any SARs made to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT should be retained.

Records of all internal and external reports should be retained for at least five years from the date the
report was made.
➢ Other
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A firm’s records should include:
a) in relation to training:
• dates AML training was given;
• the nature of the training;
• the names of the staff who received training; and
• the results of the tests undertaken by staff, where appropriate.
b) in relation to compliance monitoring:
• reports by the MLRO to senior management; and
• records of consideration of those reports and of any action taken as a consequence.
A firm must establish and maintain systems which enable it to respond fully and rapidly to enquiries
from financial investigators or FSA, relating to:
•
•

whether it maintains, or has maintained during the previous five years, a business relationship
with any person; and
the nature of that relationship.
6.4.3

Form in which records have to be kept

Retention may be:
•
•
•
•
•

by way of original documents;
by way of photocopies of original documents;
on microfiche;
in scanned form;
in computerized or electronic form

The record retention requirements are the same, regardless of the format in which they are kept, or
whether the transaction was undertaken by paper or electronic means.
Firms involved in mergers, take-overs or internal reorganizations need to ensure that records of identity
verification and transactions are readily retrievable for the required periods when rationalizing
computer systems and physical storage arrangements.
Location
The ML Regulations do not state where relevant records should be kept, but the overriding objective is
for firms to be able to retrieve relevant information without undue delay.
Where identification records are held outside the Country, it is the responsibility of the firm to ensure
that the records available do in fact meet the requirements. No secrecy or data protection legislation
should restrict access to the records either by the firm freely on request, or by law enforcement
agencies under court order or relevant mutual assistance procedures. If it is found that such restrictions
exist, copies of the underlying records of identity should, wherever possible, be sought and retained
within the Country.
Firms should take account of the scope of AML/CTF legislation in other countries and should ensure that
group records kept in other countries that are needed to comply with legislation are retained for the
required period.

There can sometimes be tension between the provisions of the ML Regulations and data protection
legislation; the nominated officer and the MLRO must have due regard to both sets of obligations.
When setting document retention policy, financial sector businesses must weigh the statutory
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requirements and the needs of the investigating authorities against normal commercial considerations.
When original vouchers are used for account entry and are not returned to the customer or his agent, it
is of assistance to the law enforcement agencies if these original documents are kept assisting in
forensic analysis. This can also provide evidence for firms when conducting their own internal
investigations. However, this is not a requirement of the AML legislation, and retaining electronic/digital
copies may be a more realistic storage method.
6.4.4

Sanctions and penalties

Where the record keeping obligations under the ML Regulations are not observed, a firm or person is
open to prosecution, including imprisonment for up to two years and/or a fine, or regulatory censure.
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7 Recognition & Reporting of Suspicious Transactions/ Activities to FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT
7.1 Requirements
The Company, in cases where there is an attempt of executing transactions which it knows or suspects
that are related to money laundering or terrorist financing, reports, through the MLRO its suspicion to
the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT.
7.2 Definition
The definition of a suspicious transaction as well as the types of suspicious transactions which may be
used for Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing are almost unlimited. A suspicious transaction will
often be one which is inconsistent with a Client's known, legitimate business or personal activities or
with the normal business of the specific account, or in general with the economic profile that the
Company has created for the Client. The Company shall ensure that it maintains adequate information
and knows enough about its Clients' activities, in order to recognise on time that a transaction or a
series of transactions is unusual or suspicious.
Examples of what might constitute suspicious transactions/activities related to Money Laundering and
Terrorist Financing are listed in Appendix 3. The relevant list is not exhaustive, nor it includes all types
of transactions that may be used, nevertheless it can assist the Company and its employees (especially
the MLRO and the Brokerage Department) in recognising the main methods used for Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing. The detection by the Company of any of the transactions contained in the said
list prompts further investigation and constitutes a valid cause for seeking additional information
and/or explanations as to the source and origin of the funds, the nature and economic/business
purpose of the underlying transaction, and the circumstances surrounding the particular activity.
In order to identify suspicious transactions, the MLRO shall perform the following activities:
•

Monitor on a continuous basis any changes in the Client’s financial status, business activities,
type of transactions etc.

•

Monitor on a continuous basis if any Client is engaged in any of the practices described in the
list containing examples of what might constitute suspicious transactions/activities related to
Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing which is mentioned in Appendix 3.

Furthermore, the MLRO shall perform the following activities:
•

receive and investigate information from the Company’s employees, on suspicious transactions
which creates the belief or suspicion of money laundering. This information is reported on the
Internal Suspicion Report. The said reports are archived by the MLRO;

•

Evaluate and check the information received from the employees of the Company, with
reference to other available sources of information and the exchanging of information in
relation to the specific case with the reporter and, where this is deemed necessary, with the
reporter’s supervisors. The information which is contained on the report which is submitted to
the MLRO is evaluated on the Internal Evaluation Report, which is also filed in a relevant file;

•

If, as a result of the evaluation described above, the MLRO decides to disclose this information
to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT, then he prepares a written report, which he submits to
the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT

•

If as a result of the evaluation described above, the MLRO decides not to disclose the relevant
information to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT, then he fully explains the reasons for his
decision on the Internal Evaluation Report (Appendix 1).
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7.3 Internal reporting
Any suspicions or knowledge of money laundering must be reported through the internal reporting
procedures to the MLRO. The obligation to report to the nominated officer within the firm where they
have grounds for knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing is placed on all
relevant employees in the regulated sector. All financial sector firms therefore need to ensure that all
relevant employees know who they should report suspicions to.
Firms may wish to set up internal systems that allow staff to consult with their line manager before
sending a report to the nominated officer. The obligation to report ‘as soon as is reasonably
practicable’, and so any such consultations should take this into account. Where a firm sets up such
systems it should ensure that they are not used to prevent reports reaching the nominated officer
whenever staff have stated that they have knowledge or suspicion that a transaction or activity may
involve money laundering or terrorist financing.
Reporting a suspicion is a defence to a claim for breach of a confidence. Any statements to the press or
other publicity must be routed through the MLRO or his deputy. Similarly, any requests for information
or statements should be referred to him or his deputy for reply. Confidentiality whilst an investigation is
ongoing is of the utmost importance and employees are reminded of the offence of ‘tipping-off’ which
carries the penalties of imprisonment or fine or both.
The Firm must take reasonable steps to ensure that any member of staff who handles, or is
managerially responsible for handling, transactions which may involve money laundering makes a
report promptly to the MLRO if he knows or suspects that a client, or the person on whose behalf the
client is acting, is engaged in money laundering. The internal reporting form to be completed is at
Appendix 1 to this section.
The steps to be taken include establishing and maintaining arrangements for disciplining any member of
staff who fails, without reasonable excuse, to make a report of the kind envisaged in this section.
All suspicions reported to the nominated officer should be documented or recorded electronically. The
report should include full details of the customer who is the subject of concern and as full a statement
as possible of the information giving rise to the knowledge or suspicion. Until the MLRO advises the
member of staff making the internal report that no report to FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT is to be
made, any further transactions or activity in respect of that customer should be reported to the MLRO
as they arise
7.4 External reporting
Any internal report must be considered by the MLRO as soon as reasonably practicable. The MLRO will
carry out an investigation of each suspicion report to enable a decision to be made as to whether there
are reasonable grounds for the suspicion. The investigation will focus on the reason for the specific
suspicion being raised and will normally entail:
i.

Reviewing the client file to establish if there are sufficient documents to confirm satisfactory
due diligence;

ii.

A review of the nature of the business to establish if there have been any inconsistencies; and

iii.

Discussions with Account Officers and / or senior management.

The MLRO must report to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT any transaction or activity that, after his
evaluation, he knows or suspects, or has reasonable grounds to know or suspect, may be linked to
money laundering or terrorist financing, or to attempted money laundering or terrorist financing. Such
reports must be made as soon as is reasonably practicable after the information comes to him.
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In accordance with Circular C058, all reporting entities should submit Suspicious Activities Reports and
Suspicious Transactions Reports only online via the new procedure that will be based on a sophisticated
and highly secure IT system implemented by FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT , namely “goAML
Professional Edition (PE)”. The Company is registered with the go AML IT System in order to report any
suspicious activities and transactions when necessary.
The Company will record the results of any investigation performed in a separate memo and keep it in
the file of the client concerned as evidence of compliance with Paragraph 29 (4) of Directive DI1442007-08.
The investigation will be fully documented and maintained on file by the MLRO. The conclusion on each
suspicion report will clearly state the reason for the suspicion being reported or more importantly, the
reason why the suspicion was not reported. If a suspicion report is submitted to FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT by the MLRO after the transaction or activity has taken place, a receipt of
acknowledgement will be received by the MLRO from FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT .
Where there is a suspicion of money laundering and an instruction is received from a client to carry out
a transaction or other activity, the MLRO will seek consent from FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT to
proceed with the transaction or activity. It would be an offence for the MLRO to give consent to the
transaction or other activity prior to receiving this permission.
When a report is made to FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT the MLRO will retain a copy of the report with
the record of the initial suspicion. In addition, the MLRO will notify the employee who originally made
the suspicion report and the appropriate members of senior management.
The MLRO who reports suspicions of money laundering or terrorist financing internally or to the Unit, is
protected from being exposed to threats or hostile action, and in particular from adverse or
discriminatory employment actions.
Further information on reporting to the FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE UNIT may be found at Appendix 4.
7.5 Submission of Information to the Unit
The Company shall ensure that in the case of a suspicious transaction investigation by the Unit, the
MLRO will be the responsible contact person and will provide without delay information relevant to the
holder of the account that is being investigated as well as any information requested by the FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE UNIT for the purposes of adequately performing the investigation.
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8

Employees’ Obligations, Education and Training
8.1 Requirements

The Firm must take appropriate measures so that all relevant employees are made aware of the law
relating to money laundering and terrorist financing and to the requirements of data protection, which
are relevant to the implementation of the Regulations, and regularly given training in how to recognise
and deal with transactions and other activities which may be related to money laundering or terrorist
financing (Regulation 24 of the Money Laundering Regulations 2017).
The MLRO must take reasonable steps to ensure that staff who handle, or are managerially responsible
for the handling of, transactions which may involve money laundering are aware of:
•
•
•

their responsibilities under the Firm’s arrangements for the prevention of money laundering
and terrorist financing, including those for obtaining sufficient evidence of identity, recognising
and reporting knowledge or suspicion of money laundering or terrorist financing
the identity and responsibilities of the MLRO; and
the potential effect, on the Firm, on its employees personally and its clients, of any breach of
that law.

The MLRO must take reasonable care to provide appropriate anti-money laundering training for its staff
who handle, or are managerially responsible for the handling of, transactions which may involve money
laundering in order to be aware of:
•

the criminal law relating to money laundering and terrorist financing;

•

the Regulations;

•

industry guidance;

•

the risks money laundering and terrorist financing pose to the business;

•

the vulnerabilities of the Firm’s products and services; and

•

the Firm’s policies and procedures in relation to the prevention of money laundering and
terrorist financing.

8.2 Obligations
(a) The Company’s employees shall be personally liable for failure to report information or
suspicion, regarding money laundering or terrorist financing;
(b) The employees must cooperate and report, without delay anything that comes to their
attention in relation to transactions for which there is a slight suspicion that are related to
money laundering or terrorist financing;
(c) According to the Law, the Company’s employees shall fulfil their legal obligation to report their
suspicions regarding Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, after their compliance with
point (b) above.
8.3 Training
The Company shall ensure that its employees are fully aware of their legal obligations according to the
Law and the Directive, by introducing a complete employees’ education and training program.
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The timing and content of the training provided to the employees of the various departments will be
determined according to the needs of the Company. The frequency of the training can vary depending
on to the amendments of legal and/or regulatory requirements, employees’ duties as well as any other
changes in the financial system of the Country.
The training program aims at educating the Company’s employees on the latest developments in the
prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, including the practical methods and trends
used for this purpose.
The training program will have a different structure for new employees, existing employees and for
different departments of the Company according to the services that they provide. On-going training
shall be given at regular intervals so as to ensure that the employees are reminded of their duties and
responsibilities and kept informed of any new developments.
Details of such training must be properly documented along with signed attendance sheets, or any
other method to this effect. The Employees' files shall be updated with the certificates obtained
accordingly.
The MLRO shall be responsible to refer to the relevant details and information in his/her Annual Report
in respect of the employees’ education and training program undertaken each year.
8.4 MLRO Education and Training Program
The Senior Management of the Company shall be responsible for the MLRO of the Company to attend
external training. Based on his/her training, the MLRO will then provide training to the employees of
the Company further to Section 12.3 above.
The main purpose of the MLRO training is to ensure that relevant employee(s) become aware of:
•

The Law and the Directive;

•

The Company’s Anti-Money Laundering Policy;

•

The statutory obligations of the Company to report suspicious transactions;

•

The employees own personal obligation to refrain from activity that would result in money
laundering; and

•

The importance of the Clients’ due diligence and identification measures requirements for
money laundering prevention purposes.

The MLRO shall be responsible to include information in respect of his/her education and training
program(s) attended during the year in his/her Annual Report.
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